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Forword 

Richard D. Gill 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 

P.O. Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

At the ISI Centenary Session in Amsterdam, August 1985, I had the great pleasure of organizing a 
morning's meeting on semiparametric models. This report contains revised and extended versions of 
the papers presented at that meeting together with the invited and open discussion.1 As a sequel we 
have included an extra paper by Peter Bickel which complements his discussion. 

It seems to me that the area of semiparametric models is a very exciting one right now, as is 
atestified by Jon Wellner's fine survey paper which opens this collection. It lies at the centre of 
developments in 'classical' mathematical statistics: extending asymptotic estimation theory from the 
finite dimensional to the infinite dimensional case, and synthesizing parametric and nonparametric 
approaches to statistics. At the same time it is being fuelled by developments in applied statistics. 
The typical semiparametric models which any self-respecting theory must be able to cope with have 
arisen in practical statistics, especially in the vigorous field of survival analysis; and the prototype of 
them all is Cox's celebrated regression model. Survival analysis continues to provide tougher and 
tougher models for the theory to cope with, as David Clayton and Jack Cuzick's paper and Peter 
Bickel's discussion and extra paper show.2 

Via survival analysis and especially the Cox regression model there is a very strong link, 
represented here by Kacha Dzhaparidze's paper, to the statistical analysis of stochastic processes and 
especially the Scandinavian and Russian approaches based on the 'French' (no longer just 'Stras
bourg') school of stochastic analysis. So with a strong international flavour we have both applied and 
theoretical, probabilistic and statistical, ingredients. 

One cannot make general remarks on developments in statistics nowadays without mentioning the 
influence of the computer. This is self-evident as far as the theory and practice of 'infinite
dimensional' statistical models are concerned. Future developments, and not just practical ones, will 
surely have a strongly computational flavour. However the mere physical existence of the present 
report was inspired by the possibilities of computer word-processing and electronic mail, which will 
have just as large an influence on research in statistics. Each paper was prepared at the author's 
home institute and on arrival in Amsterdam by various electronic means was reformatted and typeset 
on the CWI's UNIX system according to our local conventions. This turned out to be a remarkably 
painless and amusing operation, despite such complications as the fact that one of the papers started 

I. The original versions appear in Bull. Int. Statist. Inst. 51 (4,5), Meeting 23 (Amsterdam, 1985). 
2. For my own opinion of.how one should treat this model, see my discussion of Clayton & Cuzick's (1985) JRSS (A) paper, 
and CWI report MS-R8604 on NPMLE in general. 
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life on a rather British personal computer. Here I must especially thank my co-editor Michel Voors, 
who took care of most of the dirty work, aided by programmer Rob van der Horst. 

Finally some more words of thanks. We are especially indebted to the ISI for their kind permission 
to produce and distribute this reprint, and last but not least very grateful to the speakers and discus
sants at the meeting for their enthusiastic support of this project. We hope their enthusiasm for the 
field of semiparametric models will be equally infectious. 

Amsterdam, July 31, 1986. 
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Semiparametric Models: Progress and Problems 

Jon A. Wellner 
Department of Statistics 

8313 Padelford Hall 
University of Washington 

Seattle, Washington 98195 
U.S.A. 

Semiparametric models, models which incorporate both parametric (finite-dimensional) and nonparametric 

(infinite-dimensional) components, have received increasing use and attention in statistics in recent years. 

This paper reviews developments in this very large and rich class of models which spans the middle ground 

between parametric and nonparametric models. Attention is devoted to a preliminary classification of such 

models with comments on recent work, to lower bounds for estimation, to two potentially useful methods 

for construction of efficient estimates, and to open problems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1 

Models for phenomena involving randomness play a key role in statistics. If Pall denotes the collection 

of all probability distributions on a sample space X of the observations X, a model P is a subset of 

Pa11 : thus we assume in constructing a model P that X has a distribution P in P, and we write 

x~PEP. The sample space X is the set of all possible observations. 
A statistician uses the observations X to make inferences about the 'true' probability distribution P, 

and hence about real-world phenomena in question. A common form of inference is point estimation. 

For example, if X represents the life expectancy or survival time of an individual who has been given 

a new medical treatment, the statistician may be interested in using a sample of such individuals to 

estimate v(P)=P(X>t), the probability of survival beyond t time units. The choice of a model P can 

have a major effect on inferences about P(P): If the model P is too small, the statistician runs the risk 

that the model will not contain the 'true' P, and the consequent price is bias in estimation of v(P). In 

this case the model is not sufficiently large to be realistic and may fail to capture the essential features 

of the phenomena in question. On the other hand, if the model P is too large, the statistician may find 

himself in the position of estimating too many parameters from too little data. This tradeoff between 

realism and parsimony is an ever-present theme in statistics; for interesting discussions of some 

aspects of model-building see Chapters 2 and 4 of Cox AND SNELL [23] or STONE [76]. 

Parametric models Po-{P8 :8E0} with 0c!Rd for some d play a dominant role in classical statisti

cal theory. Such models, with a finite-dimensional parameter space 0, form the basis of much of clas

sical statistics. For example, life expectancies or survival times are frequently modeled by the 

parametric family of exponential distributions with P 8(X > t) = exp( -Ot), t ;;;;;.: 0, (} > 0. A In this 

case inferences about P 8 can essentially be reduced to inference about 8. AOnce an estimator (} of (} is 

available, then other functions 11(P8) = q(fl) of P can be estimated as q(O)=P(P0). A difficulty with 

such parametric models is that typically a parametric model P0 is a relatively small subset of Pall• and 

hence the 'true' distribution P of X may not be contained in P0 • 
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One approach to this difficulty is the completely nonparametric approach: assume only that P EPa11 
or a slight restriction of Pa11 requiring only some smoothness or monotonicity assumptions. In this 
case of life expectancies or survival times, all probability distributions P on the sample space 
X = [0,oo) would be considered and P = Pa11.While this approach seems to be feasible when the 
dimensionality of the sample space is small, it fails to take advantage of structure in the phenomena 
being modeled and begins to run into difficulty when the dimensionality of the sample space (and 
hence of the parameter space, Pall itself) is large. 

A compromise strategy which gains in model realism and the flexibility needed to make use of the 
larger data sets which are increasingly available is the semiparametric approach: assume that some 
aspects or components of the model are parametric or finite-dimensional, while other aspects or com
ponents are allowed to be nonparametric or infinite-dimensional. Then the resulting semiparametric 
model P is typically of the form 

P = {Po,G: 8E0, GEG} 

where 0 CIRd for some d and G is some (large) collection of functions. We also write 

P ={Po: 8 = (81>82) with 81 E01 CIRd, 82 E02}, 

where 0 2 is a collection of functions. 
This semiparametric approach has proved to be very useful in a wide range of problems, and prom

ises to play an increasingly important role in statistics. Our object here is to survey this extremely rich 
and flexible class of models (Section 2), and to briefly review the developing inference methods with 
emphasis on lower bounds for estimation and construction of efficient estimates of the parametric 
component of such models (Section 3 and 4). The survey of models and review of inference methods 
may be read independently of one another. The final section discusses open problems. 

The notion of a semiparametric model is very general, and is already being used, at least implicitly, 
in situations involving observations which are not independent and identically distributed (iid). For 
simplicity, however, we restrict attention here to the iid case: throughout this paper X 1, ••• , Xn are 
iid according to the distribution PEP where P is a parametric or semiparametric model. 

2. CLASSES OF SEMIPARAMETRIC MODELS 

Little effort has been made to classify or categorize semipar& ~etric models. While such an effort may 
be premature, it may also help to identify related models and aid in developing methods to apply to 
new problems. The following scheme should be regarded as provisional and temporary. 

The classification of models given here has two fundamental categories: basic models, and derived 
models. The basic models consist of exponential family models, group models, and transformation 
models. The derived models include regression models, convolution models, mixing models, censoring 
models, and biased sampling models. Although this scheme is both redundant and possibly incom
plete, it includes all the semiparametric models with which I am now familiar. The rest of this section 
elaborates on these categories, and provides examples of the models of the various types with some 
brief comments on recent work. 

2.1. Basic Models 
The following basic models serve as building blocks in the construction of semiparametric models. 
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2.1.1. Exponential family models. (A). These are familiar parametric models with density (with respect 
to some measure m) 

k 
p(x,O) = c(O)exp(~ Qi(O)T;(x))h(x) 

i=l 

for 0E0Clllk, xEXCllld. While these are themselves completely parametric (finitely dimensional) 
models, they serve as building blocks for many interesting semiparametric models. 

2.1.2. Group models. (B). 
(1). The classical parametric model of this type is obtained as follows: suppose that Y=:::.G_P 0 , a 

fixed distribution on X, and let V denote a group of (one to one) transformations on X 
parametrized by 0E0Clllk. Ifv0 EV, let X_v 0 (Y)=:::.P 0 for 0E0. 

Examples: 
(a) Location. X=llld, v0(x)=x+O with 0Ellld, and P 0 =P0(·-0). 
(b) Elliptic distributions. X = llld, v 0(x) = 0- 1 I 2 x where 0 is positive definite and symmetric; G=I' 0 

is spherically symmetric on llld. Then P={P0 :0E0} is the P 0-family of elliptic distributions. 
( c) Two-sample models. X = Xo X Xo, V = V 0 XV 0 where V 0 is a group of transformations on Xo, 

O=(p.,v)E00 X00_0, Y=(W,Z) with W,Z-P 0 independent, and X=(vµ(W),vv 0 vµ(Z)). 

(2). By letting the distribution P 0 in (1) range over some large class of probability distributions G 
small enough to still allow identification of 0, or at least some important functions of 0, yields a 
semiparametric model 

P={Po,G:0E0,GEG}. 

Examples: 
(a) If X=lll 1 in l(a) above and G is the family of distributions symmetric about 0, P is the classical 

symmetric location family. 
(b) If X and 0 are as in l(b) above and G is the family of all spherical symmetric distributions, then 

P is the family of all elliptic distributions; see e.g. BICKEL [6]. 
(c) If X and 0 are as in l(c) and G is arbitrary, then v is .;;till identifiable; see STEIN [73] or PFAN

ZAGL [66]. 

(3). Classical nonparametric statistical theory uses transformation groups which are not parametriz
able by a Euclidean space; for example, all continuous monotone transformations from Ill to Ill. 
See LEHMANN [51] page 24 and 25 for 'semiparametric subgroups' of the large group and note 
that examples 2(a) and 2(b) are of this type. A wealth of other 'semiparametric group' families 
are undoubtedly possible. 

2.1.3 Transformation models. (C).These models typically map (0,P)~Po where 0E0Clllk and PEG, 
a collection of probability distributions on X. The key feature is that the map P 0 =if;(O,P) acts on P, 
or some function that is one-to-one with P, rather than on X as in the case of a group model. 

The classical example of this type of model is that of a family of 'Lehmann alternatives' defined as 
follows (see LEHMANN [50]): Let X=lll 1, suppose that Y-G and let {B(-,0}:0E0Clllk} be a family of 
monotone transformations from [0,1] to [0,1] with B(O,O)=O, B(l,O)=l for all 0E0. Then X=:::.Po,G 
has df (distribution function) Fo,G(x)=B(G(x),O). Here are some particular cases. 

Examples: 
(a) B0 (µ,0)= 1-(1-µ)8 with O<O<oo. This yields the proportional hazards model: AF(x)=OAG(x) 

where AF is the cumulative hazard function corresponding to F; see LEHMANN [50] and Cox [22]. 
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(b) B 1 .. 8) - 8µ 8µ.(l -µ)-I with 0<8<oo. This vields the pronortional odds model 
b\P'• - 8µ+(1-µ) 1+8µ.(1-µTI r r 

F(x) = 8 G(x) 
I - F(x) I - G(x) 

see BENNETI [2]. 
(c) Bc(µ.,8,v)= l-[l-v8log(l-µ)]- 11v, O<v<oo, 8>0. This yields the semiparametric Pareto model 

suggested by CLAYTON AND CuzICK [19]. Note that Bc(µ.,8,v)__,,,B0 (µ.,8) as v__,,,o while Bennett's 
Bb is related to Clayton and Cuzick's Be by 

Bc(l - exp( _ _L_l ),8, I) = Bb(µ.,8). 
-µ 

These three models can all be written in the form 

h(X) =-log(())+ e 

where h(x)=IogAG(x)=log[-log(I-G(x))] and e has the distribution: 
(a) F(x)= 1-exp(-ex) (extreme value); 
(b) F(x)=l/(l+e-x)(logistic); 
(c) F(x)= 1-1 / (1 +vx)11v (Pareto). 

(2.1) 

Because of the generality allowed for the transformations h, rank methods and partial likelihoods play 
an important role in analyzing these models. Note that (1) yields a transformation family linear 
model if 8=exp(yz), and shows that these models can be viewed as special cases of a type of model 
involving smooth transformations of both X and z considered by BREIMAN AND FRIEDMAN [11 ]; see 
2.2.1 below and DoKSUM [24]. 

2.2 Derived models 
The following classes of models are all derived from the basic models given above. 

2.2.1 Regression models. (D). Given a basic model of one of the three types described above, there is 
a straightforward recipe for constructing related regression models: 
I. Start with an exponential family, group or transformation model P={Po,G:8E0,GEG} where 8 

is the finite-dimensional Euclidean component of the model and G is the nonparametric or 
infinite-dimensional component of the basic model. 

2. Suppose that Z-::::::.H on Rd. 
3. Given Z=z, replace 8 (or a component thereof) in the basic model by a semiparametric regres

sion function r(y,z) taking values in ·0 where yErc Rk,k >0. Different forms for r ranging 
from parametric to nonparametric regression models, with many interesting intermediate semi
parametric forms, are possible. For example: 
(a) Linear model: r(y,z)=yz; 
(a') Exponential linear model: r(y,z)=exp(yz); 
(b) Nonlinear: r(y,z)=r0(y,z) for a fixed known nonlinear function r0 ; 

(c) Nonparametric: r(y,z)=r(z), with r smooth (see HUBER [37]); 
(d) Semiparametric: r(y,z)=yz 1 +r(z2 ), where z =(z1>z2), and r is smooth; 
(e) Projection pursuit: r(y,z)=r(yz) where lyl =I and r:R 1__,,,R 1 is smooth; 
(f) Signal-noise: r(yz) where r :R 1__,,,R 1 is periodic with period 1 so that y is a frequency param

eter. 

Combining various types of regression functions illustrated by (a) - (f) with the basic models A, B or 
C yields a rich collection of regression models, including parametric, semiparametric, and 
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nonparametric models. STONE [76] gives an interesting survey and further references. 
Examples (with brief comments concerning recent work): 

5 

(a) Combining basic model A with the regression model D(a) yields linear exponential family regres
sion models; see e.g. LEHMANN [51] Chapter 3, pages 196 - 207. 

(b) Combining the basic model Bl(a) where P 0 is normal with D(a) yields classical parametric nor
mal theory regression models; the extension to B2(a) yields semiparametric linear regression 
models with arbitrary (symmetric) error distributions. 

(c) The basic model Bl(a) (with P0 a fixed distribution on IR 1; e.g. normal) combined with the semi
parametric regression model D( d) leads to a very interesting class of regression models intro
duced by ENGLE, GRANGER, RICE AND WEISS [26] to study effects of weather on electricity 
demand, and by WAHBA [81 ]. This model has one nonparametric component, the smooth regres
sion function r. Generalizations with two nonparametric components by allowing the error dis
tribution to be arbitrary are also of interest. A special case has been studied by ScmcK [72], 
while STONE [76] discusses a spectrum of related regression models. 

(d) Combining B2(a) with D(e) leads to a model related to projection-pursuit regression; see FRIED
MAN AND STUETZLE [27], STONE [76], and HUBER [37]. 

(e) Combining C(a) with D(a') yields Cox's [22] proportional hazards model. Many variants on this 
model are possible and deserve further exploration. Replacement of the exponential with some 
other (fixed) non-negative function has been considered by PRENTICE AND SELF [69], while C(c) 
combined with D(a') has been explored by CLAYTON AND CUZICK [19]. TIBSHIRANI [78] consid
ers a version of Cox's model with the linear function in exp(yz) replaced by a sum of smooth but 
otherwise arbitrary functions ~~= 1 r;(z;). See 2.2.2 below for related mixture models involving 
unobserved covariates. 

(f) Combination of Bl(a) or B2(a) with D(f) yields a semiparametric 'signal plus noise' model which 
extends classical parametric signal plus noise models. For the latter, see IBRAGIMOV AND 
HAs'MINSKII [38]. McDONALD [58] has some interesting preliminary work on semiparametric 
extensions. These models are of interest in astrophysical applications; see e.g. LAFLER AND KIN
MAN [44] or STELLINGWERF [74]. 

2.2.2 Mixture models. (E). Mixture models can usually be "iewed as the result of unobserved hetero
geneity as follows: suppose that X=(Y,Z) has a distribution of the form 

Po,G,n(YEA,ZEB) = l/o.G(YEA I Z = z)dH(z). 

Then if we can only observe Y, the observations have the mixture distribution 

Po,G,n(YEA) = J Po,6 (YEA I Z = z)dH(z). 

Examples: 
(a) Paired exponentials. Suppose that (Y-(Yi. Y2) I Z =z)~ (exponential (z),exponential(Oz)): 

f(y lz) = Oz 2exp(-(zy1 + Ozy2))l10,oc>)(y1)l10,ao)(y2) 

and suppose Z ~ H on Ill+ . Then 

f(y) fo,n(y)= fo00 

Oz2exp(-z(y1 +Oy2))dH(z); 

see e.g. LINDSAY [53]. Here 0 is a parametric component and H a nonparametric component of 
the model, and the mixed distribution is parametric while the mixing distribution is non
parametric. Generalizations of this model, including regression type models, have been studied 
and advocated for use in modeling micro-economic data by HECKMAN AND SINGER [35]. 

(b) Dependent proportional hazards or frailty models. Suppose that (Y=(Yi. Y2) I Z =z) has joint 
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survival function 

PG(Y1 ;;;;.oy" Y2;;;;..Y2 I Z = z) = [l - G1(Y1)f[l - G2(Y2)f 

with G =(G"G2) and suppose that Z-Gamma(v,A). Then with fJ=(v,A), 

N' 
Po,G(Y1 ;;;;.oy" Y2;;;;.oy2) = [A+ A1(Y1) + A2(y2)Y 

where Ai=-log(l -G;), i = 1,2. In this case the mixed distribution is nonparametric while the 
mixing distribution is a parametric family. This model, which serves as an alternative to (a), has 
been studied by CLAYTON [16] and OAKES [65], and has been generalized by GILL [28], who 
derives nonparametric maximum likelihood estimators, see also the discussion to [17]. Related 
regression models are discussed by RIDDER AND VERBAKEL [70] and ELBERS AND RIDDER [25]. 

(c) Errors in variables models. Suppose that X=(Y,Z) with 

Y1 =Z+t:1 

Y2 =a+pz +t:2 

where Z-::::::.H (non-Gaussian) and t:=(t:1>t:2 )-::::::.N(O,~). The resulting mixture model is an errors in 
variables regression model. Consistent maximum likelihood estimates were obtained by KIEFER 
AND WOLFOWITZ [42], but lower bounds for estimation of (a,{3) together with asymptotically 
efficient estimates attaining the bounds were first obtained by BICKEL AND RITOV [9]. 

(d) If (YI Z =z)-::::::. exponential (z) and Z-::::::.H, then 

Pn(Y;;;;.oy) = fo00 

exp(-yz)dH(z). 

Estimation of H via nonparametric maximum likelihood methods in this and more general situa
tions has been considered by LAIRD [45) and JEWELL [39). While the estimates are known to be 
consistent, little is known about the efficiency of the estimates or their rate of convergence. 

Other results concerning mixing models and efficient estimation have also been obtained by LAMBERT 
AND TIERNEY [46), [47), and by HAS'MINSKII AND IBRAGIMOV [34). 

2.2.3 Censoring models. (F).These models are derived from other models of one of the above types as 
follows: Suppose that X-::::::.Po,GEP, and suppose that Tisa many-to-one function on the sample space 
X of X. Then we can observe only x*=T(X}-P;,G. 
Examples: 
(a) Mixing. The mixing models of E are censoring models with x·=T(Y,Z)= Y. 
(b) Random right censorship. In this type of censoring, which has received much use in survival 

analysis, x*=<.x7,..\i)-T(X1,X2) =<X1 /\X2, lrx,.;;x21 ). Random right censoring meshes 
extremely well with Cox's proportional hazards regression model as discussed in D(e). On the 
other hand, however, this type of censoring can make estimation quite difficult. For example, 
estimation for the linear regression model D(b) with arbitrary right censoring of the dependent 
variable has been considered by MILLER [63) and by BUCK.LEY AND JAMES [13); see also HALPERN 
AND MILLER [62). RITov [71) has, in spite of the difficulties, computed information lower bounds 
and produced asymptotically efficient estimators achieving the bounds. TIBSHIRANI [77) con
sidered a version of this censored regression model with the linear (parametric) regression func
tion replaced by a smooth regression function. 

(c) Convolution. Here x* _T(X"X2)_X1 + X2 where X 1 and X2 are independent. The traffic 
model of BRANSTON [10) is a model which results from this convolution type of censoring com
bined with a simple mixture model. Further results on this model are given by P. Groeneboom 
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and A. Koning in CWI reports MS-N8401 and MS-R8508 respectively. 

2.2.4 Biased sampling models. (G). Suppose that X=::::.P6,0 EP, a semiparametric model. Then suppose 
that K;(x), i=l, ... ,sis a collection of known non-negative biasing kernels and that A.;, i=l, ... ,s 
is a probability distribution on {1, ... , s}. Then the biased sampling distribution corresponding to 
Po,0 , K=(K1> ... ,K5 ), and ~=(A.1> ... ,A.5 ) is 

f K;(x)Po,0 (dx) 
Po,o,>..(XEA,/ = i) = A A.; (2.2) 

{K;(x)Po,o(dx) 

for i = 1, ... ,s. Here are some examples of this type of model. 
Examples: 
(a) Vardi's selection bias model. Suppose that P 6,0 =G and Kl> ... ,K3 are biasing functions with 

JK;dG<oo for i =1, ... ,s, and A.;;;o;.O satisfy ~;= 1 A.;=l. Then 

f K;dG 
Po,>..(XEA,/ = i) = A A.;, i = 1, ... ,s. 

fxK;dG 

V ARDI [80] gives a condition which guarantees existence of the nonparametric maximum likeli
hood estimate of G. The particular case with X=IR 1, K 1(x)=l,K2(x)=x, which involves the 

length-biased distribution ( ydG (y) / µ corresponding to G was studied by V ARDI [79], and the 
further special case with A.1°=0= 1-A.2 was considered earlier by Cox [21]. Consistency, asymp
totic normality, and efficiency of Vardi's nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator are 
addressed in a forthcoming paper by GILL AND WELLNER [29]. 

(b) Choice-based sampling models. Suppose that X=(Y,Z), where Z=::::.H is a vector of covariates, 
and (YI Z =z)=::::.Multinomialk(l,p(O,z)) (where k denotes the number of cells and the number of 
trials is 1); we will write [Y=y] for the event that outcomey occurs,y=l, ... ,k. A frequently 
used model for the p's is the multinomial - logit model with 

exp(O z) 
P6(Y=yjZ=z)=py(O,z)= k 

1 

~ exp(01 ,z) 
y'=I 

but in any case this part of the model is parametric; the nonparametric part of the model is G. 
To get a 'choice-based sampling model', let K;(x)_K;(y,z)= lD,(y), i = 1, ... ,s where 
D 1, ••• , Ds are known subsets of { 1, ... , k }. Then the biased sampling model (2) becomes 

klD,(y)Po(Y = y I Z = z)dG(z) 
P o,o(Y = y,Z EB,/ = i) = k A.;. 

J ~ ID,(y)Po(Y = y I Z = z)dG(z) 
y=I 

This type of model has received considerable use in biostatistics and econometrics; see PRENTICE 
AND PIKE [68], BRESLOW [12], CossLETT [20] for some history and further references. Estimation 
for this model was considered by MANSKI AND LERMAN [56]. The efficiency of their estimators of 
0 and generalizations were treated by CosSLETT [20]. In general the 'choice functions' or biasing 
kernels may depend on bothy and z; see MANSKI AND McFADDEN [57] 

(c) Truncated regression models. Suppose that X =(Y,Z) with Y =OZ +t: where t:=::::.G with density g 
and Z ~ H are independent. Thus the basic semiparametric model is a linear regression model 
with unknown error distribution G. Ifs= 1 and K(x)=K(y,z)= l(-oo,y01 (y) where y 0 is a fixed 
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constant, then 

J. J g(y - (}z)dydH(z) 
p 8,G(Y EA,Z EB) = _B-'(._-_oo~,y~o) __ n_A ______ _ 

![ g(y - ()z)dydH(z) 
(-oo,yoJ 

This truncated regression model has been investigated by BHATTACHARYA, CHERNOFF AND YANG 
[5). Motivated by a controversy in astronomy concerning Hubble's law, they constructed Vn
consistent estimators of the regression parameters 0. Further results for this model have been 
obtained by JEWELL [41], who also gives additional examples. JEWELL [40] has also considered 
estimation for generalizations of this model with s;;a.2 corresponding to stratified sampling on the 
dependent variable Y. 

3. BOUNDS FOR ESTIMATION 
Lower bounds for the variances of estimators play an important role in statistical theory, setting a 
baseline or standard against whic1l estimators can be compared. In their classical form such bounds 
assert that any unbiased estimator (Jn of O,OEIRJ. has variance no smaller than (nJ(0))- 1 =b(O) / n: 

A !?J!!l 
Varo[ On] ;;a. 

n 
A 

!n other words b(O) / n is the smallest variance we can hope for in an unbiased estimator On of 0. If 
O~ js an estimator which asymptqtically achieves the bound (in the sense that 
Vn(O~;:-O)~dN(O,b(O))), then we say that O~ is asymptotically efficient. If the statistician uses an esti
mator o: which is inefficient, then he has not used the data to best advantage and is essentially wast
ing observations. Hence if o: is another estimator with Vn(O:-o)~dN(O,a(O)) where a(O);;a.b(O) 
necessarily, then the limiting ratio of sample sizes which yields equal standard deviations (and hence 

"b "a "a 
~so equal variances) of On and On is called the asyzytotic relative efficiency ea,b of On with respect to 
O~; evidently ea,b =b(O) I a(O)~ I. If the estimi1tor On has asymptotic relative efficiency 1/2 relative to 
an (efficient) estimator ()~ and the estimator ()~ requires nb = 100 observations to yield a given vari
ance, then n0 = 200 observations will be needed to achieve the same variance using the inefficient esti-

" a "a 
mator On; half the data are 'wasted' by the use of On. Thus in the search for 'good' estimators and 
other inference procedures, statisticians are interested in an!>w~rs to the questions: A. How well can 
we do? What are the lower bounds for estimation in the model at hand? B. How can we construct 
efficient estimates, i.e. estimates which achieve the bounds? 

Our aim in this section is to briefly survey classical (Cramer - Rao) and modern (Hajek - Le Cam) 
bounds for estimation in 'regular' parametric models. The Hajek - Le Cam approach has led to the 
development of lower bounds for estimation in nonparametric and semiparametric models. Bounds of 
this type have been established by BERAN [3], KOSHEVNIK AND LEVIT [43], LEVIT [52], MILLAR [59], 
[60], [61], PFANZAGL [66], and BEGUN et al. [I]. We give a brief introduction to these bounds for semi
parametric models at the end of this section. A thorough treatment will be given in the forthcoming 
monograph by BICKEL, KLAASSEN, RITOV AND WELLNER [7]. 

3.1. Cramer - Rao lower bounds 
First consider the case of a 'regular' parametric model: suppose that Xi. ... ,Xn are iid 
P 8EP-{P0:0E0} where E>c!Rd is open, that P is dominated by a (sigma-finite) measureµ on X, 

dP 
and let p(-,0)= d: for 0E0. Then the classical log-likelihood of an observation X is 

1(0,X) _ logp(X, 0), 

the scores vector i is 
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· _ _ i· a a T 
1(0,X)= \71(0,X) - p(X,fl) ( 081 p(X,O), ... ' ()()dp(X,fl)) ' 

and the Fisher information matrix for 0 is 
• • T 

I(O) = Eo[l(O,X)l(O,X) ]. 

Assume that I(O) is positive definite so that I(0)- 1 exists. A 

One form of the cl~ssical Cramer-Rao inequality for unbiased estimates a T On of a T 0, where a is a 
fixed vector in Rd, is: 

(3.1) 

If we focus on estimation of the first component 01 EIR 1 of 0, it follows immediately from (1), the 
definition of I (0), and standard Li-projection or regression theory that 

A by 11 nVar8[0i];;;;.sup T =I (0) (3.2) 
be~d b I(O)b 

1 

1 =-l-
I11(8) - Iu(O)Iii1 (O)I21(0) - Iii (0) 

where 

[
I 11 (0) I ii(O)l [Ill (0) Ii2(0)l 

I(O)= I21(0) h2(0) ' I(O)-i = I 21 (0) I 22(0) 

denote the partitions of I(O) and I(0)- 1 corresponding to the partition of O=(Oi.Oi)T with 
02 =(02, ... ,Od)T. Thus when 01 is the parameter of interest and 02 =(02, ... ,Od)T are nuisance 
parameters, the effective information Ii 1 (ff) for 01 is -

·*2 
I~1(0)=I11 - I 12In1I21 = Eo(li }, (3.3) .. 

where the efficient score function I for 01 is 
·* . -I. . . . 
I 1 = 11 - I 12li2 R2 = 11 - IT(l1 I [Ji]) - -

and the efficient influence curve 11 for estimation of 01 is 

i1 = I~ 1 (0)-1i;, 
so that 

Eo<ih=I;1(0)- 1 =I 11 (0). 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

It i~ easily seen that the effectiv_e info~ation Ii1 for 01 is just the squared length of the component i; 
of 11 which is orthogonal to 12, ••• , Id in L 2(P 8): in other words, the efficient score function is 
obtained by subtracting from i1 its projection II(i1I[i2])=I12Iii1 i2 on the space [i2 ] spanned by 
i2, ... ,id in L2(Po). - - -

If the nuisance parameters ~2 =(02 , ••• , Od)T are known, the bound (2) may be replaced by 

A I 
nVar8[0i];;;;. Iu(O)' (3.6) 
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and, of course, 

I 11(0);;;;:.Ji1(0)=I11 - I 12ln1 fi1 

where equality holds if and only if 
T • • • 

I 12 = fi1 = 0 or iff 11 J_l2, ••• , Id in L2(P o). (3.7) 

Thus lack of knowledge of 02=(02, ... ,Od)T decreases the information for 01 unless (7) holds; in this 
case the lower bounds (2)-and (6) agree, suggesting that 01 can be estimated as well when 02 is 
unknown as when 02 is known. This possibility was recognized by STEIN [73] in a paper which ini
tiated the theory oCadaptive estimation. 

3.2. Hajek - Le Cam lower bounds 
Two different but closely related asymptotic formulations of the classical Cramer - Rao lower bounds 
have proved useful: One is the convolution-type representation theorem of HAJEK [32] and LE CAM 
[48] which has been further developed and applied by BERAN [3], [4] and MILLAR [61]. The other is 
the local asymptotic minimax approach; see HAJEK [33] for a nice exposition and history, MILLAR 
[60], and LE CAM [49] for additional remarks. 

Both types of lower bounds are formulated in terms of locally asymptotically normal families: Sup
pose that _:!=(Xi. ... ,Xn)c::::.Pn,8 has density Pn(-,0), 0E0CRd, and set 

ln(O) = logpn(X,O). 

If On=O+hn- 11 2, so that 

ln(On) - ln(O) = logfpn(X,On) / Pn(_:!,0)], 

then ~={Pn, 8 :0E0} is locally asymptotically normal (LAN) at 0 if there is a vector of L 2(Po) func
tions ~(O) and a nonsingular matrix I ((J) such that, with 

-· T l.T ln(On) - ln(O) - !n(O) h - 2 h I(O)h + Rn(O,h), (3.8) 

it follows that, in Pn, 8-probability, 
(i) ~n(O,h)~po uniformly on bounded h-sets, and 
(ii) ln(O)~dN(O,J(O)). 

Thus lnCOn)-ln(O)~dN(- ; a2 ,a2) with a2 =h T I(O)h. In 'regular families' P (with iid observations) 

in(O)=n -I 1 2~7 =ii(O,X;) where i is the scores vector (for n = 1) and J(O) is the information matrix. 
- Because of our Interest here iii the parametric component 0 of a semiparametric model P= { P 8,0 }, 

we formulate versions of the convolution and asymptotic minimax bounds for the first component 01 
of 0. 

A sequence of estimators T In of 01 is reguiar at 0 if, under Po. 

Vn(T1n - 01n)~dT1 
for every On =O+n- 11 2h where the distribution L(Ti) of T 1 does not depend on h. 

THEOREM 1 ( HAJEK, 1970). Suppose that P is LAN at 0 and that T In is a regular estimator with limit 
distribution L(Ti). Then 

T1c::::.Z1 +W1 (3.9) 

where Z1-N(O, 1 / !'~1 (0)), Ii 1 (0) is as in (3), and W1 is independent of Z 1• 
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Thus any regular estimator T In of 01· must have a limit distribution which is at least as dispersed as 
N !Q, 1 /Ii 1 ( 8) ), and it makes sense to call a regular estimator T In asymptotically efficient if 
v'n(T1n-Oin) converges in distribution to Z1; i.e. if W1 =O in (9). 
Now suppose that w :IR 1 ~1R+ satisfies: 
(i) w(x)=w(-x) for all xER1; 
(ii) w(O)=O, w(x) increases in x;;;.oO; 
(iii) Ew(aZ)<oo for all a>O where Z:::::N(O,l). 

THEOREM 2 (HAJEK, 1972). Suppose that P is LAN at 8 and that w satisfies (i) - (iii). Then, for any esti
mator T In of 81> 

1im 1im inf sup Eo w(Vn(T1n - 81n));;;.oEw(Z1) (3.10) 
M->oo n->oo VnlO. -OJ«;M • 

where Z 1 :::::N (0, 1 /Ii 1 (8)) as in theorem I. 

If the uniformity in h in (i) of the definition of a LAN family is relaxed to just pointwise convergence, 
then theorems 1 and 2 continue to hold, but the bounds may not be attainable. Furthermore, if atten
tion is restricted to regular estimates, then ( 10) holds without the supremum on the lefthand side. 

3.3. Bounds for semiparametric models 
The Hajek-Le Cam convolution and asymptotic minimax bounds stated above for a parametric model 
Po continue to hold in a wide range of regular nonparametric. and semiparametric models. All of the 
extensions make use, in some form, o~ the tangent space P (at (8,G)) for t_he mo~el P. For a 
parametric model P0 the tangent space P0 (at OEE>) is just the linear subspace [11, ••• , Id] of L 2(P o) 
spanned by ii> ... ,id. For a semiparametric model P={Po,G:OEE>C!Rd,GEG}, the tangent space 
PcL2(Po,G) is simply the set of all possible score functions of one-dimensional regular parametric 
submodels (at (8,G)). 

For 80 EE>,G0 EG, let P0 and PG denote the submodels of P with G =G0 and 8=80 respectively: 

Po= {Po,G
0 

EP:OEE>}, PG= {Po
0
,GEP:GEG}. 

If Po and PG denote the corresponding tangent spaces, then P0 E9PG CP and typically equality holds. 
Here PG plays the role for estimation of 8, that [i2, ••• , id] played for estimation of 81 in the 
parametric model P0 , and the efficient score function for 8 extending (4) is: 

(3.11) 

so that i;..1.PG in L 2(Po,G), and the effective information for 8 in the model P is 
* ·*·*T 

I (8) = Eo,G(l010 ). (3.12) 
·• . . • ·T 

In the special case when 10 =1o..1.PG, then I*(O)=I(O)=Eo,G(lolo) and adaptation to G is possible; this 
is the situation emphasized by STEIN [73] and BICKEL [6]. 

Now versions of theorems 1 and 2 for the parametric component 8 of the semiparametric model P 
continue to hold with 81 replaced by 8 and 1 / Ii 1 (8) replaced by I*(0)- 1 where I*(O) is given in (12); 
see KOSHEVNIK AND LEVIT [43], LEVIT [52], BEGUN et al. [l], and PFANZAGL [66], [67]. A complete 
treatment will be given in BICKEL, KLAASSEN, RITOV AND WELLNER [7]. 
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF ASYMPTOTICALLY EFFICIENT ESTIMATES: TWO APPROACHES 
Suppose that P={Po,6 :(8,G)E0XG}= {P11:8=(8i.82)E01 X02} with 0 2 =G is a 'regular' semi
parametric model. A first stage in analyzing the model is to calculate scores for 8 and information 
l~w~ bounds as outlined in Section 3 above if possible. A second step A is Ato construct estimators 
(8n,Gn) which are Vn-consistent. A third stage is to find estimators (8n,Gn) of (8,G) which are 
efficient in the sense that they actually achieve the information lower bounds (perhaps in the weak
ened sense of convergence in distribution for fixed (8, G) rather than locally uniformly as required by 
the definition of regular estimates given in Section 3). A 

Two classical methods of constructing asymptotically efficient estimators On in regular parametric 
models are the methods of maximum likelihood estimation and Bayes estimation; see LEHMANN [51] 
and IBRAGIMOV AND HAs'MINSKII [38], though, as LEHMANN makes clear, the emphasis in likelihood 
estimation, even in parametric models, should be on the scores and score equations rather than on 
maximizing likelihoods per se since the scores often lead to efficient estimates even when likelihoods 
themselves are unbounded. 

Our aim here is to outline two useful approaches to the construction of asymptotically efficient esti
mates of the parametric part 8 of a semiparametric model P. 

4.1. Method 1: Efficient score equation 
Suppose that it is possible to calculate the efficient score function Ii for Bi. 

i; = i1 - /12Iii1i2 = i1 - II(i1 IPo,) 

and the effective information 
• ·*2 

111 (8) = E9(11 ). 

Furthermore, suppose that On is a Vn-consistent estimator of 8, Vn(On -8) = Op(l). Then define 01n 
to be either a solution of the efficient score equation 

n •* A -

~l1(81n,82n,X;) = 0, 
i=I 

or a one-step approximation thereof: 

1 .• -
- ~~_ 1 11(8n,X;) ,... n ,_ 

81n = 81n + -------
Ii1 (0n) 

(4.1) 

where 11 is the efficient influence curve for 81, see (3.5). Additional smoothing may also be req~ed in 
forming the sums in (1), but we have omitted it here for simplicity. Once an efficient estimator 81n of 
81 is found, method 2 can often be used to construct ap efficient estimator of 82• 

While no general theorem yet exists, the estimator 81n defined above (or variations thereon involv
ing suitable smoothing and truncation) has been shown to be asymptotically efficient in several impor
tant problems, a notable example being the errors in variables models studied by BICKEL AND RITov ·* . .. 
[9]. Roughly speaking, the fact that 11 is orthogonal to 12 , ••• ,Id, the scores for 82 , permits the use of 
an inefficient estimator 82n to estimate out the 'nuisance parameter' 82• This should be contrasted with 
solving (or approximating by a one-step solution) 
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for 01, a method which is known to produce inefficient estimates of 01 in general; see e.g. GONG AND 

SAMANIEGO [30]. . • 
The main drawback of the method is that it requires calculation of the efficiei;it sC<?re fup.ction 11• 

Thus the method depends heavily on being able to calculate projections onto [12]=P8, =P6 , which 
·T· ·* . . 

often necessitates calculation of the inverse of the information operator 12 12 =122 • When 11 =11 so 11 

is orthogonal to [i2]=P8,. then 'adaptation' with respect to 02 =G is possible, and method 1 becomes 

essentially the method used to construct efficient estimates in this case; see e.g. STONE [75] and 

BICKEL [6]. 

4.2. Method 2: Efficient estimation of 02 f<!r known 01 

No~ suppose that an efficient estimate 02n of 02 is available if 01 is known. We denote this estimator 

by 02n(01) because it depends on the 'known' value of 01:..Substitution of this estimate of 02 into the 

ordinary score for 01 (as if 02 were known and equal to 02n) yields the 'condensed' or 'concentrated' 

score equation 

n • -
~l1(81>82n{01),x;) = 0 
i=I 

which we can solve for 01-81• Or, if 01n is a Vn-consistent estimate of 01, a one-step approximation 

thereof: 

(4.2) 

As in the case of (1), more smoothing may be needed in forming the sums in (2); we have omitted it 

here for simplicity. This is a frequently used device in parametric models, but the method is equally 

useful for semiparametric models. While no general results concerning the estimator (2) seem to be 

known, this method has been used by Rnov [71] to construct efficient estimates for censored regres

sion models. 

5. PROBLEMS 

Statisticians have a large, well-stocked tool-box for dealing with classical parametric models, and a 

growing companion set of tools for handling completely nonparametric models. The choice of tools 

for dealing with the rich middle ground of semiparametric models is, however, still relatively limited, 

and the few available tools are not all well suited for the job. Many important problems remain. 

Here is a partial list: . . 
(a). Calculation of lower bounds. If t~~ projection II(lo I PG) in Section 3 can be calculated, then so 

can tl!,e efficient score function 18, the effective information 1;1 (0), and the efficient influence 

curve 11• In many models this projection is simply a conditional expectation, and hence can be 
calculated easily; but in other models such as the dependent proportional hazards model of 

2.E(b) the projection calculation is apparently intractable. More systematic methods, possibly 

involving iterative, numerical techniques, are needed. 
(b ). Construction of efficient estimates. HUANG [36] has made a preliminary study of method 1 out

lined in Section 4, but general results concerning the asymptotic efficiency of methods 1 and 2, or 

variations thereof involving more smoothing, are still needed. Other methods including minimum 

Hellinger distance estimates, minimum Kullback-Leibler discrepancy estimators, and maximum

likelihood estimators obtained via EM-algorithms all need further development and sharpening in 

the context of semiparametric models. Efficient estimates are still unknown for many of the 
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models given in Section 2. 
(c). Identifiability and regularity criteria. For many semiparametric models, further work on 

identifiability and conditions for regularity of submodels is still needed before work on estima
tion can get underway. For examples of such studies, see the papers by HECKMAN AND SINGER 
[35] and ELBERS AND RIDDER [25] concerning identifiability issues for the models of 2.E(b) and 
2.E(c). Classical regularity investigations of translation and parametric models, which carry over 
to many group models are given by HAJEK [31 ], [33]. 

( d). Hypothesis testing. As yet no adequate theory of hypothesis testing exists for semiparametric 
models. One type of testing problem concerns testing hypotheses within a nested family of semi
parametric models: for example, consider testing A2 =yA1 for some O<y<oo in the Clayton
Oakes model of example E(b ). Or, of interest in survival analysis, test the assumption of a pro
portional hazards regression model against some general family of alternatives. Another rather 
different testing problem would involve testing non-nested semiparametric models against one 
another, e.g. a Cox-type regression model against a more classical linear regression model or 
perhaps a semiparametric mixed regression model. 

(e). Asymptotics for estimates based on smoothing. Construction of efficient estimates for many of the 
models discussed above require smoothing techniques involving density or conditional expecta
tion estimators. While the asymptotics for such smoothing processes are available, they need 
further development, study, and refinement to ease their systematic application to the construc
tion of efficient estimates in a wide range of semiparametric models. 

(f). Robustness; connections and problems. Efficient estimation in semiparametric models has many 
interesting connections with questions of robustness. Just as classical robustness theory has 
focused on neighborhoods of parametric models (often a one - sample location model), a general
ization suggested by BICKEL and LEHMANN [8] concerns neighborhoods of semiparametric 
models, which they called 'nonparametric models with natural parameters'. For example, are the 
partial likelihood estimtors for the Cox proportional hazards model robust in some appropriate 
sense (with respect to the assumption of proportional hazards)? As more experience is gained 
with efficient estimates for semiparametric models, this more general type of robustness outlined 
by BICKEL and LEHMANN [8] can begin to be considered. Many challenging problems remain. 

Acknowledgments: I have profited from several helpful discussions concerning semiparametric models 
with Peter Bickel. In particular, I learned of 'method 2' in Section 4 from him. I also owe thanks to 
Richard Gill for helpful comments concerning Sections 1 and 3. R.D. Martin suggested example 
2D(f). 
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The Pareto distribution may be derived as a gamma mixture of exponential distributions and arises in 
modelling survival times in heterogeneous populations. Cox's proportional hazard model is a semi
parametric generalization of the exponential regression model, and we discuss the equivalent generalization 

of the Pareto model. This model predicts convergent hazards and leads to the general family of efficient 
score tests described by HARRINGTON AND FLEMING [16]. A special case is the proportional odds model dis
cussed by BENNETT [4]. We review approaches to point and interval estimation in such models and discuss 

extensions of the model to describe associated failure times. 

I. THE MODEL. 

19 

The exponential regression model for survival times (PRENTI~E [28]) holds that an individual charac
terised by covariate vector z experiences constant hazard which depends only on the value of z. When 
this dependence is log-linear, this talces the form 

"A(t I z) = Ao exp(/JT z) (1.1) 

Alternatively, the model may be written as a classical linear model for log failure times. 

log(t) = µ - /JT Z + f (1.2) 

whereµ = - log"Ao and t: is a standard extreme value (s.e.v.) variate. 
The proportional hazards model introduced by Cox [l l] generalizes (1.1) to allow the baseline 

hazard to vary with time, i.e. 

"A(t I z) = °Ao(t) exp(/JT z) (1.3) 

where °Ao(t) is some unknown baseline hazard function. The equivalent linear model for failure times 
may now be written 

g(t) = - /JT Z + f (1.4) 

where g is a non-decreasing function and t: is, once again, an s.e.v. variate. The equivalence of (1.3) 
and (1.4) is easily established by noting that 
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g(t) = log j"Ao(u)du = logAo(t) 
0 . 

(1.5) 

Extension of the simple exponential model (1.1) to include unexplained population heterogeneity 
involves introducing an unknown covariate "' 

'A(t I z,w) = Ao exp(/JT z + w) = Ao ~ exp(/JT z) (1.6) 

where g is a random variate with distribution function <I>(g), which is often referred to as the 'frailty' 
{VAUPEL, MANTON AND STALLARD [31]). In the simplest case, we assume the frailty distribution to be 
a gamma distribution with unit mean and variance y. With this assumption, it is easily shown that the 
unconditional survivor function is 

F(t iz) = ~F(t lz,g) d<I>(g) = (1 + y8t)- 1lr (1.7) 

where 0 is the relative risk term exp(/JT z ). This is the Pareto distribution. It has hazard function 
0(1 +yOt)- 1 which is monotone decreasing. 

The alternative representation of (1.6) as a linear model for log survival times is as (1.2) but now 
the random error term, £ , is the log of a beta variate of the second kind with parameters 1 and y- 1 • 
An important special case is when y= 1 when the error distribution is logistic. Equation (1.2) then 
gives the log-logistic model discussed by BENNETT [3]. 

The generalization of the Pareto model to allow time-dependent baseline hazard follows naturally. 
In particular, (1.6) becomes 

'A(t I z, w) = Ao(t) ~ exp(fjT z) (1.8) 

and ( 1. 7) becomes 

F(t lz) = {I + r0Ao(t)}- 11Y (1.9) 

It may be shown that the ratio of the hazard functions between subgroups with relative risk func
tions 01 and 02 is initially 01 / 02 but converges to 1 as t~oo. The linear model representation is as 
(1.4) and (1.5), but with a different error distribution. 

In this more general setup, the special case of y = 1 becomes the proportional odds model, see BEN
NETT [4]. This bears the same relationship to the log-logistic regression model as does the proportional 
hazards model to the exponential regression model. The 'proportional odds' property arises from 
(1.9), which becomes, with r= 1, 

{1 - F(t lz)} / F(t lz) = 0 Ao(t) (1.10) 

so that the relative odds of survival for two individuals with relative risk functions 01 and 02 remains 
constant over time (at 01 / 82). 

CLAYTON AND CUZICK [9] discuss a further generalization of (1.8) in which the random effects 
('frailties') are shared between related individuals. That paper concentrated primarily upon estimation 
of the parameter, y , of the frailty distribution. Here we discuss estimation of the regression 
coefficients, {3 , in the simpler case of unshared frailties with y a known constant. 

2. THE SIMPLE PARAMETRIC MODEL 
In this section we discuss maximum likelihood estimation of the regression coefficients, f3 , in the case 
where Ao(t) is a known function. This problem arises in epidemiological cohort studies of mortality 
when Ao(t) may be calculated from population vital statistics. For simplicity, in this and later sections 
we shall assume the variance, y , of the frailty distribution also to be known. Simultaneous estimation 
of y and f3 would, however, present no difficulties in principle. 

We observe times t;, i = I, ... ,N , in individuals characterized by covariate vectors { z;}. The observed 
times are either known failure times or times of (independent) right censoring. We shall use the indi
cator variables { d;} to denote failure or censoring (with the values 1 and 0 respectively). We shall 
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denote the transformed times Ao(t;) by y;. As above, we denote the relative risk function, exp(/JT z;) , 
by O;. 

If we write F(y) for the standard Pareto survivor function (1.7) with relative risk 0= 1, and f(y) for 
the corresponding density, then the log-likelihood is given by 

e = ; [d;log [O;f(O;y;)] + (1-d;)log F(O;y;) + d;log l\o(t;) J. (2.1) 

The last term arises from the Jacobean fi. The first and second derivatives are, respectively, 

(2.2) 

and 

~e [ ] apapT = - ; O;y;t(O;y;) + (O;y;)2K'(O;y;) z;zT (2.3) 

where the function t(y) = t(y,d) is defined as 

f(y) = - f'(y) / f (y) = <P(y) , for uncensored observations ( d = 1 ), (2.4) 

and 

t(y) = - F(y)/ F(y) = A(y), for censored observations (d=O). (2.5) 

These results hold in general for other error distributions, and were given by PRENTICE [29]. In par
ticular, (2.2) and (2.3) may be used in the construction of efficient score tests for H 0 :/J= Po . For the 
Pareto model considered here, 

f(y) = (1 + yd) / (1 + yy). 

We may also note that the term O;y;t(O;y;) in (2.2) may be rewritten 

O;y;t(O;y;) = (d; + y- 1
) 77; 

where 

71; I (I - 71;) = yO;y; 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

so that for ML estimation of P , the problem is numerically identical to that presented by logistic 
regression analysis for a binary response variable, d, with binomial denominator (d +y- 1). The 
likelihood may be maximized using the computer program GLIM (BAKER AND NELDER [I]). This has 
been noted by CLAYTON AND CUZICK [9] and by BENNETT [3]. 

3. PARAMETRIC MODELS FOR Ao(t). 
We now consider a more general model in which Ao(t) is some unknown function, Ao(t ;a) depending 
on a (possibly vector) parameter a. Estimation of a is equivalent to finding the transformation in the 
parametric family y = Ao(t ;a) such that the transformed times, {y; }, are best represented by the 
model described above. There is a strong connection between the generalization described in this sec
tion and the generalization of the classical linear model proposed by Box AND Cox [5]. 

For known P , ML estimation of a involves solving the equations obtained by setting the first 
derivatives 

(3.1) 

to zero (notation is as in section 2). 
It is interesting to consider joint ML estimation of a and P carried out in a two step recursion as 
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follows: 

Step 1: Maximize the likelihood with respect to a , treating the current estimates of f3 as known 
constants, i.e. find the best data transformation for the current regression model, and 

Step 2: Maximize the likelihood with respect to f3 , treating the current estimates of a as known, 
i.e. fit the regression model for the current transformation of the data. 

Although this may not be the most efficient numerical method for ML estimation, it is useful in 
establishing parallels with the semi-parametric approach discussed later. If we denote the second 
derivatives of the log-likelihood with respect to a by Laa , those with respect to f3 (given by equation 
(2.3)) by Lpp , and those with respect to both a and f3 by Lap , then a consistent estimator of the 
variance-covariance matrix of the ML estimates of f3 is given by the appropriate portion of the inverse 
of the observed information matrix, i.e. by 

Var(iJ) = [ - Lpp + LrpL~1 Lap 1- 1 (3.2) 

where Laa etc. are evaluated at the ML estimates of a and {3. Note that the second term in (3.2) 
causes an increase in variance over that which would apply if a were known as in section 2. This term 
represents the loss in information incurred by estimation of Ao(t). If we write ~ for the contribution 
of the i-th individual to the log-likelihood (2.1), and B for the matrix of second derivatives 

Bij = o2 ~ / oy;o{Jj = - [ O;t(O;y;) + Ofy;t'(O;y;)] zij (3.3) 

then the correction term in (3.2) may be rearranged and we have 

Var(p) ~ [ - Lpp - BT"2.B r 1 (3.4) 

where 

(3.5) 

Now, (-Laa)- 1 estimates the sampling variance of the ML estimates of a for known f3, so that "2. 
may be thought of as an estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of the transformed values {y; }, 
for known { t;} and {3, arising out of errors of estimation of a. We shall encounter an analogous 
expression to (3.4) in the next section when we discuss the semi-parametric approach. 

4. THE SEMI-PARAMETRIC APPROACH. 

We now consider a semi-parametric approach in which we attempt to estimate f3 without explicit 
parametric assumptions ooncerning the transformation Ao(t). We assume only that Ao(t) is a mono
tone increasing function. 

In the case of the proportional hazards model, this is achieved by recourse to 'partial likelihood' 
arguments (see Cox [11], [12]), but this approach does not seem to be more generally useful. Instead 
we return to the proposal of KALBFLEISCH AND PRENTICE [18] and [19], who suggested that invariance 
arguments lead to consideration of the marginal likelihood based upon the generalized rank vector of 
the {t;}. If we assume the sample is ordered so that t 1 <t2 ... <tN then, for uncensored data, this mar
ginal likelihood is given by 

Lm = j. ....... j fi{O;f(O;y;) dy;} (4.1) 
Yt<yz ... <yN j 

where O; and f (y) are as in in section 2. Kalbfleisch and Prentice suggested that this marginal likeli
hood may be extended to allow for right-censored observations by extending the range of integration 
to cover the entire domain of the underlying vector y consistent with the incomplete rank information. 
Thus expressions such as ( 4.1) are summed over all possible underlying rank vectors. Then, if 
)i,)i ... ,JM represent the indices of the uncensored times () 1 <Ji ... <JM,M~N) and J; represents the 
set of indices of observations censored between the i-th and (i + 1 )-th uncensored failure times, 
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Kalbfleisch and Prentice showed that ( 4.1) generalizes to 

Lm = j. ....... j II [ Oj,J (Oj,yj,) II F((Jk}'j,) dyj, l · 
Y11 <y)Z ... <yJM i kEJ, 

(4.2) 

Note that the integrand of (4.2) is the parametric likelihood whose logarithm is given by (2.1). 
For the proportional hazards model, (4.2) corresponds to the partial likelihood. It is only a true 

likelihood, however, in the highly artificial case of 'progressive type II censoring' in which the posi
tions of the censored observations in the rank vector are determined in advance of carrying out the 
experiment. Nevertheless, one would expect that, like partial likelihood, (4.2) will behave asymptoti
cally as a true likelihood under more realistic assumptions about the censoring mechanism. 

PRENTICE [29] used this likelihood to derive a series of efficient score tests similar to those proposed 
by PETO AND PETO [23]. More recently, the asymptotic properties of these tests have been demon
strated by CUZICK [14] using a general random censoring model. 

For the purposes of estimation, however, this marginal likelihood is quite intractable except in the 
special case of proportional hazards. CLAYTON AND CUZICK [9] proposed an approximate method for 
maximum marginal likelihood estimation using a quasi-EM algorithm. If we denote the generalized 
rank vector for the censored survival times by R =(R1>···,RN), where 

R; = (j;, J;) (4.3) 

then the algorithm is a two-step recursion: 

Step 1: (E-step) Evaluate the scores {Y;} using the current estimates of the regression 
coefficients, f3 (and y), where 

Yi = E(y; I R; {3, y) (4.4) 

Step 2: (M-step) Maximize with respect to f3 the function given by substituting the scores {Y;} 
into the parametric log-likelihood (2.1 ). 

We believe it will be possible to prove that this procedure leads to consistent estimates which asym
totically approach the maximum marginal likelihood (MML) estimator. The true EM algorithm, see 
DEMPSTER, LAIRD AND RUBIN [15], would involve, at the M-step, solution of the normal equations 
obtained by setting the right-hand side of (2.2) to zero after first, at the E-step, having replaced the 
terms {O;yJ(O;y;)} by their expectations given the rank vecto1 and the current estimates of f3 and y. In 
the case of the proportional hazards model (y=O), t(O;y)= l for every i and for ally and the method 
is a true EM algorithm. In this case, also, the scores {Y;} may be explicitly calculated, and we have a 
novel computational method for the Cox model ( CLAYTON AND CuzICK [10]). In other cases, the 
expectations cannot be calculated exactly, and we suggest approximations in the next section. 

An estimate of the variance of the MML estimator of f3 is given by (minus) the inverse of the 
second derivative matrix of the log of the marginal likelihood. If L pp is the second derivative matrix 
of the parametric log-likelihood (2.3), evaluated at the final scores {Y;} and at the MML estimates of 
fi, then, by differentiation of the Taylor expansion of the marginal log-likelihood about {Y; }, we may 
obtain the following asymptotic variance estimator 

Var(P) ~ [ - Lpp - BT'2.B i- 1 (4.5) 

where '2.;j = Cov{y;,yj I R ;{3, y} and B is as in (3.4). 
A similar expression may be shown to hold for the true EM-algorithm. Using results from DEMP

STER, LAIRD AND RUBIN [15], the inverse of the information matrix may be shown to be as in (4.5) 
but the correction term BT'2.B is replaced by the asymptotically equivalent expression zTrz where Z 
is the matrix with rows {z;} and r is the conditional covariance matrix of the {O;y;t(O;y;)}. 

i'· 
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5. CALCULATION OF SCORES. 

The scores {j/;} of (4.4) cannot in general be explicitly calculated. Nevertheless, adequate approxima
tions can be obtained. Here we indicate a possible approach and give the main results and a heuristic 
argument. More work is needed to justify these calculations rigorously. 

Initially we ignore censoring and assume that we observe random variates {y;}, i = l , ... ,N indepen
dently distributed with densities {.fi(y)}. Without loss of generality, assume that the Yi are ordered so 
that the rank vector, R, carries the information thaty 1 <y2 · · · <yN. We require E(yi jR) or an ade
quate approximation. The densities are assumed to possess sufficiently many derivatives to justify the 
expansions below. 

We shall write 

mi = (yi-I + Yi+1)/2 (5.1) 

ri = Yi+I - Yi-I 

and, expanding about y = mi , we obtain 

1 
E(yi jR, Yi-I>Yi+1) =mi - U Tf c/>i(mi) + B(r1) (5.2) 

where c/>i(y) = -//(y) / f;(y). Now Yi =E(y;j R) may be obtained by taking expectations of each 
term in the series (5.2). We expand c/>i(mi) about c/>;(jii) and, subject to certain regularity conditions, 
obtain 

(5.3) 

or, to the same order, 

- I h. - I h. h. - h. -Y; ~ 2 Vi+I + Yi-1) - 2 4'ivi) Vi - Yi-d Vi+I - Yi) (5.4) 

so that 

(Yi+I - Yi)-1 - (Yi - Yi-d-1 = - c/>i (Yi) + B(N-1). (5.5) 

We suggest using approximate scores {Yi} which satisfy 
- - -I - - -I - -(yi+I - Yi) - (y; - Y;-1) - - c/>;(y;) · (5.6) 

In general these approximations cannot be expected to hold for the extremes of the {Yi}. In the cir
cumstances considered here, y is constrained to the positive half of the real line and cp;(y) is finite and 
regular aroundy =O. In these circumstances, the approximation (5.5) holds for the smallest {j/i}, tak
ingj/0 =O. In the right tail, however, some modification of our approach is necessary. 

We suppose that we are prepared to right-censor some proportion, t:, of the observations. That is, 
we assume simple type II censoring of the largest Nt:=(N -k) observations. We may then derive an 
approximate expression for the spacing between Yk and Yk _ 1 • The approach is similar to that 
adopted above; we first condition upon Yk _ 1 and show that 

E(yk - Yk-1 IYk-i.R) = [~>..j(yk-1)]-
1 

+ 
·;;.k 

+ r ~Xj(yk-d]-2 
A.k'(yk-1)/A.k(yk-1) + lpk 

+ e(N-2) (5.7) 

where 71.k(y) = fk(y) / Fk(y) . As before, we expand the right-hand side about Yk and obtain 

Yk - .Yk-1 = [ ~ Aj(ji) + c/>k(jik)l-I + e(N-2
). (5.8) 

j>k 
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The last spacing between our approximate scores is, therefore, given by 

<Yk - Yk+1)- 1 = ~ A.1<Jk) + q,k(Yk)· 
l>k 

We may then re-express (5.6) and (5.9) as 

(jii - Yi - 1)-
1 = ~ c/>1<Y1) + ~ A.1(Yk), i :s;;,k, = 0, otherwise. 

i<,1<,k j>k 
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(5.9) 

(5.10) 

The argument may readily be extended to allow for progressive type II censoring. Finally, our 

approximate scores satisfy the following non-linear equations in the spacings, 

(Y, - y,_,) = l~. r;<Y;)r
1

' y, wicensored, = 0, otherwise. (5.11) 

where t/y) is, as in (2.4), either A.1(y) or q,1(y) depending upon whether or not y is censored. 
For the accelerated failure family considered here, Ji(y)=O;f(Oi)';y) and ti(y)=O;t(Oiy). Further, 

the density f represents a mixture of exponentials, and in these circumstances the expressions {t(OJi)} 

may be regarded as empirical Bayes estimates of the frailties { ~i }, for if the i-th individual is known 

to have failed at y, 

E(~i I Yi = y; y) = q,(Oiy) = (1 + y) I (1 + Oiy) (5.12) 

and, for right censored observations, 

E (~i I Yi >y ;y) = A(Oi)') = 1 I (1 + Di)') (5.13) 

so that t(OJ;) are approximate posterior expectations of {~i} given the rank vector, R. 
The approximation of the matrix ~. ~il =Cov(yi•Yl I R), presents more serious difficulties. Elsewhere 

( CLAYTON AND Cuz1cK [9]) we have suggested that, conditional upon R, the frailties {~;} are approx

imately independent. Writing { /l.i} for the spacings {yi -yi - I } , we eventually obtain 
-2 -2 -2 2 -

Cov(/l.i, ll.1 I R) R: aij /::,.i - /::,.i ll.1 ~ ()k nok)'k) (5.14) 
k';;>i 
k';;>l 

where BiJ is the Kroenecker delta. Note that -r'(Oiy;) approximates the posterior variance of~; given 

the ranks, R. 
Although this expression seems to give an adequate appn. ximation, more careful examination sug

gests that it does not provide a consistent estimator of N~. Instead we note that conditional on R the 

random sequence (yi-y;), i= l,. . .,N, is a continuous-valued Markov chain. A normal approximation 

suggests that the variance-covariance matrix can be approximated by the inverse of a tridiagonal 

matrix. We obtain a similar prediction in the next section. 

6. NON-PARAMETRIC M.L. ESTIMATION OF Ao(t) 
The replacement of Yi= Ao(ti) by the scores Yi in the approximate E-step of the algorithm may be 
regarded simply as an attempt to construct a non-parametric estimator of the integrated baseline 
hazard function, Ao(t). In this section we discuss an alternative approach which leads to an almost 

identical method. 
BENNETT [4] suggested a semi-parametric approach to estimation in the proportional odds model 

(y= 1). In essence, his method amounts to a rather heuristic approach to non-parametric maximum 

likelihood estimation of Ao(t) or, more accurately, of its values {yi }, and derivatives at the observed 

failure times {ti }, since the ML estimates of Pare unaffected by the course of Ao(t) between observed 

failure times. Although a more formal approach along the lines indicated by JOHANSEN [17] could be 

used, see Gill's discussion of CLAYTON AND Cuz1cK [9], in this section we reproduce Bennett's argu

ment in the context of the wider Pareto family of rank regression models. 
Bennett advocated simultaneous ML estimation of {yi} and P by Newton-Raphson iteration. For 
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comparison with our work, however, we shall consider maximization of his 'likelihood' by the two
step method described in section 3. We use quotes because his method is not strictly ML estimation. 
The maximum of the true likelihood over the space of all non-negative functions, A;(t), is infinite, and 
the support for the function is concentrated onto the points, { t; }, of observed failures. Bennett sug
gested avoidance of these difficulties by approximating the Jacobean term in (2.1) by 

(ay /at); = Ao(t;) ~ (y; - Y;-1)/(t; - t;-d (6.1) 

This is equivalent to modelling Ao(t) by a step function with discontinuities at the observed {t; }. 
This argument is identical to that used by BRESLOW [6], [7] in proposing an estimator of Ao(t) for the 
proportional hazards model (y=O). For censored samples, the argument is modified by taking the 
discontinuities as occuring at the observed uncensored failure times. In the notation of ( 4.2) this 
involves replacing the subscripts i and i - I in ( 6.1) by j; and j; _ 1 • 

To ease the notation we consider the uncensored case. The first step in the two-step recursion now 
involves estimation of the {y;} given that they are independently distributed with densities { O;f (8;y)} 
where /(y) is the standard Pareto density with parameter y. Differentiation of Bennett's 'likelihood' 
yields 

and 

(y; - Y;-1)-2 

-8'fq,'(8;y;) - (y; - Y;-1)- 2 - (y;+1 

(y;+l - y;)-2 

0 

' (j =i), 
- y;)-2 

' (j =i -1), 

'(j =i + 1), 
, otherwise. 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The estimates of {y;} are obtained by solving the equations obtained by setting (6.2) to zero. These 
equations are identical to those for our approximate scores {Y; }, (5.6), so that Bennett's method will 
lead to the same point estimates as the approximate maximum marginal likelihood method we have 
proposed. Thus, the difficulties implicit in Bennett's likelihood construction together with the fact 
that his method involves estimation of more parameters than data points seem to be of no conse
quence, at least as far as point estimation of /3 is concerned. 

By considering the parallels between equations (3.2) and <4.5) we see that Bennett's method will 
likewise lead to correct asymptotic estimates of the variance of the estimates of /3, if minus the inverse 
of the second derivative matrix (6.3) correctly estimates ~. the variance-covariance matrix of the {y;} 
conditional upon the rank vector R. This remains to be proved. The matrix (6.3) is tridiagonal and 
may be economically inverted. Alternatively, we may use the Neumann lemma to obtain a series 
expansion for the inverse of (6.3), and the first two terms yield the variance estimator (5.14). 

7. 0nmR APPROACHES AND EXTENSIONS. 
Some general results related to semi-parametric regression have been recently set out by BEGUN, 
HALL, HUANG AND WELLNER [2]. Two other approaches more specifically directed at estimation in 
the semi-parametric proportional odds model have been published recently. The first of these, see PET
TITT [26], applies the more general approach to rank regression problems proposed by PETTITT [25]. 
This, like our method, attempts to extend the marginal likelihood approach used by PRENTICE [29] in 
developing the censored linear rank test statistics to the problem of point and interval estimation of /3. 
Pettitt's approach is to approximate the log of the marginal likelihood (4.1) resp. (4.2) by a Taylor 
expansion about /3=0 up to quadratic terms in {3. Essentially, the calculations then reduce to those 
for weighted least squares, the observed survival times being replaced by the scores given by Prentice. 

Normally, our quasi-EM algorithm will start from /3=0. The initial scores are the order statistics 
for i.i.d. Pareto variates and the first derivative of the log marginal likelihood gives the score test for 
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/J=O. Pettitt's approach is equivalent to applying the correction (4.5) to obtain an approximation to 
the inverse of the second derivative matrix of the log marginal likelihood, and carrying out one step 
of the Newton-Raphson iteration for maximizing the likelihood. 

In fact, this represents one step of an improved iterative method to compute our estimates. After 
this first step, we would go on to recompute new scores, {Y; }, and the new value for the vector of first 
derivatives. It might not be necessary to refine our estimate of the second derivative matrix until con
vergence when the final variance estimate is required. 

Given the possibility of continuing the iteration to obtain approximate MML estimates, there seems 
little to recommend acceptance of the first step estimates. They are not consistent and will only be 
acceptable when all coefficients in fJ are close to zero. 

Another method has been proposed by MCCULLAGH [21] for the proportional odds model. This 
generalizes methods orginally developed for ordered categorical data ( MCCULLAGH [20]). For a res
tricted number K of ordered categories, the unknown transformation g of (1.4) only enters as (K-1) 
unknown 'cut points' which in McCullagh's earlier work were simply estimated by maximum likeli
hood. The generalization to a full rank regression method invalidates this approach since the number 
of unknown parameters becomes more than the number of data points, and McCullagh proposes a 
quasi-likelihood (weighted least squares) approach based upon conditional moments .of partial sums. 

The regression method for ordered categorical data along the lines indicated by McCu1lagh 
represents a rank-regression problem with a particularly simple form of interval censoring. Observa
tions are recorded only as lying in the intervals between adjacent 'cut points', {Ok}. While in a 
parametric problem {Ok} are known, either the allowance for an arbitrary monotone transformation 
or deficiencies of recording means that frequently they must be regarded as unknowns. Eliminating 
these nuisance parameters from the problem by conditioning upon the marginal distribution of the 
categorical response is equivalent to basing inference upon a marginal likelihood for an interval cen
soring scheme rather similar to progressive type II right-censoring, i.e. a scheme in which the position 
of the cut-points { O;} in the ranking of the underlying observations is predetermined. The similarity 
between latent variable models for ordered categorical data and approaches based upon the marginal 
likelihood for tied ranked data has been discussed by PETIITI [27]. 

The approach we have used here is suitable for extension to this and more complex forms of cen
soring. The parametric kernel of the likelihood ( 4.2) can be modified to take account of the interval 
censoring, and the range of integration becomes the set of underlying vectors, /J, consistent with the 
observed ordered categorical measurement. We must then devise alternative methods for computing 
the scores {Y;} for such schemes. Although such data are fa,: ~ly commonplace in practice, the pub
lished methodology (apart from that using fully parametric methods) goes little further than non
parametric estimation of the survival function and simple 2-sample non-parametric tests ( PETO [22]; 
TuRNBuLL [30]; PETO et al [24]. 

The generalization of the heterogeneous frailty model (l.8) to encompass frailty shared by related 
individuals is discussed by CLAYTON AND CUZICK [9]. Individuals are blocked within families or sib
ships (SJ. ... ,SM) and different individuals within each sibship are assumed to share the same frailty. 
This extension requires modification of the simple parametric likelihood which forms the integrand of 
the marginal likelihood, and the scores become 

(7.1) 

Approximate methods for computing these scores are given by CLAYTON AND CUZICK [9] and may be 
justified rather more formally along the lines indicated in section 5 or 6. Again they may be expressed 
in terms of approximate empirical Bayes estimates of the (shared) frailties. 

Finally, the method may be further generalized by considering individuals as drawn from different 
strata in which different baseline hazard functions, ;\i(t), apply. Now, a different monotone transfor
mation must be used in each stratum to meet the model assumptions and we must now base inference 
upon a set of rank vectors, one for each stratum. This generalization follows closely the correspond
ing generalization for parametric likelihood in the Cox model, see KALBFLEISCH AND PRENTICE [19], 
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section 4.4. In the special case where. there are two strata and each family includes one member from 
each stratum, we have the father-son problem discussed by CLAYTON [8] and CUZICK [13]. The treat
ment of that problem along the present lines is also given by CLAYTON AND CUZICK [9]. 

8. NUMERICAL RESULTS. 

In our earlier paper ( CLAYTON AND CUZICK [9]) we evaluated our method for estimation of the 
parameter y in the father-son association problem using Monte Carlo simulation. Here we evaluate 
our method for estimation of fJ for known y for the simpler regression problem. We consider the case 
of a single covariate, z, taking values 0 for half the observations and 1 for the remaining half. We gen
erated four sets of 1 OOO data-sets, all with fJ = 1; the first two sets were of size N = 20, and the second 
two sets were of size N = 50. For each sample size, we considered the cases y = 1 and y = 2. 

Tablel 

y=l y=2 

Data-set Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
(Median) (Mean Est*) (Median) (Mean Est*) 

N=20 

k=O 1.24 0.845 L22 1.07 
(1.18) (0.814) (1.18) (l.03) 

k=2 1.24 0.850 1.22 1.07 
(l.18) (0.813) (1.18) (1.02) 

k=5 1.21 0.864 1.21 1.08 
(1.14) (0.829) (1.17) (l.03) 

N=50 

k=O 1.06 0.490 1.05 0.631 
(l.05) (0.506) (1.05) (0.645) 

k=5 1.06 0.492 1.05 0.631 
(l.05) (0.507) (1.05) (0.645) 

A 

*The mean of the 1000 estimates of the standard deviation of fJ using (5.14). 

We analyzed these data under varying degrees of simple type II censoring; for N = 20 we considered 
censoring of the largest k=O, 2 or 5 observations, while for N=50 we considered k=O or 5. Table 1 
shows the mean, median and standard deviation of the estimates of fJ in each series of simulations, 
together with the mean of the estimates of the standard error. 

For the smaller sample size, the estimate was substantially biased but for N = 50 the method per
formed well (at the time of writing it is not known whether or not the equivalent fully parametric 
method behaves similarly). Furthermore, although artificially added right censoring of up to 10% of 
the observations is of scarcely any consequence (see section 5), it appears that such censoring is not 
necessary in practice. 
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On asymptotic inference about intensity 

parameters of a counting process. 
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P.O. Box 4079, 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

The Cox regression model may be viewed as a special case of the general model described in this paper 

via the pair (Ai. '1'1) of predictable characteristics of an r-variate counting process N 1 = (N), ... ,ND. associ

ated with its compensator A 1 = (A), .... ,AD as follows: A1 =A) + ... +Ai and '1'1 = dAt/dA1• It is sup

posed that the latter characteristic involves the real valued parameter (3, i.e. '1'1 = '1'1((3), to be estimated by 

means of a given sample path of {N1, Q.;;t.;;1 }. Treating this problem in its asymptotic setting, we con

sider our experiment as n-th in a sequence of experiments, and let A1 meet Condition I of asymptotic stabil

ity. Under this. and certain additional conditions introduced on demand, we study asymptotic properties of 

the estimator fJ for (3, which is in fact the Cox estim~tor extended to our situation. In particular, we charac

terize the consistency and asymptotic normality of fJ by estimating t~e probability of large deviations, and 

then .showing the convergence in all moments of the distribution of fJ to a normal law. Finally, it is shown 

that fJ is the best within a class of (regu/at} estimat~rs in the sense that none of them can have an asymp

totic distribution that is less spread out than that of (3. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

31 

I.I. Statistical inference on counting processes attracts considerable attention in the literature of 

recent years; see the bibliography where a number of related references is given which may serve as a 
source for many further references. Typically, the approach taken in these works is inspired by 

developments in the theory of stochastic processes related to the notion of martingales, see e.g. SHIR

YAYEV [23], as well as by developments in the asymptotic theory of statistical decisions, see e.g. LE 

CAM [17] or IBRAGIMOV AND HAS'MINSKII [ll]; also GREENWOOD AND SHIRYAYEV [9]. 
Within the framework of the theory of stochastic processe., these processes are defined on a com

plete probability space (!2,'!f,P) equipped with a nondecreasing family {<!J=;,t;;;;.O} of right-continuous 

sub-a-algebras of 'j' augmented by sets from '5' of zero probability. For the sake of simplicity, we dis

cuss only the case in which t E [O, I]. 
Let N = (t\11, <!J';,P) be an r-variate counting process which by definition consists of components 

N; ,i = l, ... ,r whose sample paths are step functions: Nb = 0, N: - N: _ = w: = 0 or I, 

w:w{ = 0 if i=/=j (no two component processes jump at the same time), and Ni <oo P - a.s. 
With N one may associate an r-variate predictable increasing process A. == {A.1,<!J';,P} such that 
N -A. - Ml = {Ml 1, <!fi, P} is an r-variate local square integrable martingale with the predictable qua

dratic characteristic <Ml>1 = diagA.1 -[A.]1 (see Lemma 3.1). 
If, in addition, the filtration is of special form <!J';=o{w:N.,s~t} then the probability measure P is 

completely defined by the compensator A. (in the sense of LIPTSER AND SHIRYAYEV [18], Section 18.3). 

Hence in this case the statistical model for the observed phenomena may be completely specified in 

terms of ~e compensator A1 or, for convenience, in terms of the so-called (P, <!J';)- E!edicta~e charac

teristics (A1,..Y1) of t\11, associated with A.1 by the following relations ..Y1 = dA.1 /dA 1 and A 1 = o;A1 

(here Dr = col(l, ... , I), and T indicates a transposition). Obviously, the first of these characteristics is 

the compensator of N1 = N J + ... +Ni, while the r-variate nonnegative predictable process 

i'={i'1,<!J';,P} consists gf components ..Y:,i=l, ... ,r,..Y: _!:e4J.g, roughly speaking, the probability of 

having a jump of N: at time t, given <ifi- and given that N1 jumps at time t; see BREMAUD [4], pp. 34 
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and 236. 

1.2. In applications the latter characteristic is usually parametrized: it is restricted to a certain 
parametric family °'1'E {'1'(/J),,8El!B} of nonnegative ~-predictable processes for each admissable value 
of the parameter /jEl!B. 

In such a case P is 'the parameter of interest' - inference about ,8 is required by means of a given 
sample path of {1\11,0.;;;;1.;;;;1} drawn according to_the pair {A1,'1',)p of the characteristics of 1\1 for an 
unknown ,8 and, typically, for the characteristic A, specified only up to the restrictions of a general 
nature (to be introduced below). Actually, A, itself may depend on the parameter of interest ,8, as 
well as on certain nuisance quantities, as it is illustrated by the following: 
EXAMPLE I.I. Let {P a,p,aECi, ,8El!B} be a family of probability measures, where er is a set of deter
ministic nonnegative and nondecreasing functions a= a1, 0.;;;;1.;;;;l, and <!Ban open set of R 1• For 
each aE& and ,8El!B let 1\1 = (1\11, ~.P a,p) be an r-variate counting process of the Poisson type 
(LIPTSER AND SHIRYAYEV (18], p. 249) defined on the stochastic basis (0,'?f,{~, Oo;;;;1o;;;;l},Pa,p), with 
the compensator of form 

t 

A.1 = A.,(a,,8) = f 'Ps(/J)das, o.;;;;1.;;;;1 
0 

(1.1) 

where 'P(/J) is an r-variate nonnegative ~-predictable process for each ,8El!B. Obviously, the pair of the 
(P a,P• ~)-predictable characteristics of the process 1\1 is given by the following relations 

I 

'1'1(11) = 'P,(JJ) / ~,(JJ) with ~,(JJ) = u; 'P,(JJ), and A,(a,,8) = f~s(JJ)das 
0 

(1.2) 

The most popular special case of the Cox regression model for censored survival data specifies these 
characteristics as follows: 

az' r az!. - I r az!. 
'1'~(/j) = ~e" ' / ~ ~e" ', A,(a,,8) = J ~ ~e" 'das 

i=I QI=! 
(1.3) 

with certain ~-predictable processes ~ and Z~, free from ,8; see, e.g. ANDERSEN AND GILL [I] (or, 
for a little more general model, PRENTICE AND SELF [22]). The~e authors and later BEGUN et al. [2] 
have shown that under wide conditions the particular estimat ... " /3 for ,8, defined by the relation 

1 I 

sup jlnT °'1'8 (,8)dl\ls = J lnT 'l's(P)dl\ls, ln'I' = col{ln'1'1 ,i = l, ... ,r} 
Pel!rio o 

(1.4) 

possesses the desired asymptotic properties (to be specified in the next section) ~ 

Obviously, if °'1'8 (,8) is a sufficiently smooth function of ,8, then the estimator ,8 of p is well defined 
by condition (1.4) also for the general set up discussed at the beginning of this subsection (and not 
only for the special Cox model; see (1.3)). Naturally, one c~n expect that under circumstances similar 
to those of the papers mentioned above, the estimator ,8 preserves its desired properties. In the 
present paper this conjecture is confirmed, furthermore, a refined characterization of these properties 
is given ( cf. EFRON [7]). 

Note that unlike ANDERSEN AND GILL [I] here only inference on the real valued parameter ,8 is dis
cussed, while the abstract parameter a in (1.3) (or (1.2)) is considered as a nuisance quantity. 
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2. ASYMPTOTIC INFERENCE. 

2.1. Following the usual device of asymtotic theory (LE CAM [17], IBRAGIMOV AND HAs'MINSKII [11]), 

we suppose that what is observed is an outcome of the experiment 

(2.1) 

(with a certain family of probability measures {Pn }), which is actually n-th in the sequence of experi

ments $1>f9i, .... Fix pn at the right-hand side of (2.1), and define on that stochastic basis an rn-variate 

counting process !\In = {1\17,~,Pn} where rn,n = 1,2, ... is a nondecreasing s~uence of integers. As 
-n 

above, to the compensator An = {A.7,~,Pn} of Nn relate the pair (A,,'1'7) of the (Pn,~)-

predictable characteristics, and let it depend on /3E'Hb in the way described at the beginning of Subsec

tion 1.2 (recall that l7 is not fully specified - in Example 1.1, for instance, it depends also on a nui

sance parameter a which however is s~~pressed from the notation here and below). 

The class of all admissible pairs (A,,'1'7)1M~ of the ({Pp,/3E'Hb},~) -predictable characteristics of 

Nn determines the family of the probability measures { pn} in (2.1 ). The following_ basic condition res

tricts this class by an asymptotic stability requirement on the sequence1 F'/ = A 7 /kn = 0 '[.A 7 I kn 

for some unboundedly increasing sequence of numbers kn, n = l, 2, .... 

CONDITION I. For each admissible pair (A;, '1'7)p of the (Pp, ~)-predictable characteristics there exists 

a continuous deterministic non-decreasing function F, such that F'l~F, in Pp probability as n~oo, 

each t,Oo;;;;ro;;;;I. 

REMARK 2.1. In fact, by lemma 1 of MCLEISH [20), p. 146 the continuity of F, implies supo..:t..:J 

IF'/ - F,l~O in Pp probability as n~oo, for each /3E'Hb. 

Define now the estimator fln foJ f3 by condition (1.4) with 1\1 = !\In and '1' = 'l'n. On deriving asymp

totic (as n~oo) properties of /3n, we require some regularity conditions on 'l'n(/3); see Conditions II

IV in Section 5. 
Condition II requires differentiability (in a certain sense) of V¥(/3) = col{ ~,i = l, ... ,rn} and 

I 

existance of a positive number v - the limit of JI (a1a{3) V'l'n(/3) I 2dFn in Pp probability as n~oo. 
0 

Condition III (of the Lindeberg type ), together with Condition II, leads to the conclusion of Corol-

lary 5.1 needed for deriving asymptotic normality N (0, II 4v) vf the estimator /3n-

As for Condition IV, it permits us (via Lemma 5.1) to apply a generalized version of Theorem 5.1 

of IBRAGIMOV AND HAs'MINSKII [11), (Section 1.5: Inequalities for Probabilities of Large Deviations) 

due to SIEDERS AND DZJIAPARIDZE [24), the conclusion of which can be informally described as fol

lows: Let an estimator /3n for /3 be defined by maximizing with respect to /3 a certain functional of 

observations (e.g. the likelihood function). If this functional satisfies certain conditions, similar to the 

conqitions imposed on the likelihood function in the above mentioned Theorem 5.1, then the estima

tor /3n is not only consistent (in Pp probability), but also the following holds: for sufficiently large 

values of n the Pp-probability that 2 ~(/3n - /3) exceeds in absolute value a (sufficiently large) 

number His less then C0exp(-c0H 2), with some positive constants c0 and Co. 

Hens_e, this way we get the first main result of Section 5 - the refinement of consistency of the esti-

mator /3n (Proposition 5.1 ). A 

The second main result concerns the refinement of asymptotic normality of /3n based on a generali

zation of Theorem 10.1 of IBRAGIMOV AND HAs'MINSKII [11], (p. 103): if the generalized version of 

Theorem 5.1 holds ( SIEDERS AND DZHAPARIDZE [24]), as well as Corollary 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, then 

I. For simplicity we do not index Fn and F by {Jon which they may actually depend; cf. Example 1.1. 
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all moments of 2 \(k;; <}Jn - /3) converge to the corresponding moments of the standard normal distri
bution (Proposition 5.2). 

In the conclusion of Section 5, the results mentioned above are applied to the situation described in 
Example 1.1, specifically, to the Cox regression model (see (1.3)). 

A 

2.2. In discussing optimality properties of the estimator Pn in Section 6, we restrict our considera-
tions to processes of the Poisson type; see Example 1.1 in which all the introduced quantities are 
indexed now by n, except the parameters a and /3, of course. 

In the first place we show the LAN property of the family {P~,p.aECi', /3E6Ji} of the probability 
measures defined on {~n,'!f}; see Definition 5.1. Along with pn = P~,p. let the probability measure 
pn = P~·./1' be defined on (~n,'!f), where pn = P+bl-Jk: ECi', bER 1 and ~EA is defined by the 
~lation -yda7!da1 = 1 + a11-Jk:, a-;EL2(dF) with F1 =F1(a,/3) of Condition VI.2. Then 
pn<<Pn, and dPnldPn is given by (6.1). The above mentioned LAN property is stated in Proposi
tion 6.1 which teITs us that under the Conditions <PI-<PIII the logarithm of dPnldPn is in fact asymp
totically quadratic with the asymptotically normal linear term 8~,p(a,b ), -and the quadratic term 
- ~ga,p(a,b) where ga,p(a,b) is the limit in pn probability of the quadratic characteristic of 8~,p(a,b). 

Condition <PI.I requires continuous differentiability of V<Pn(/3) (in certain sense), and Condition 
<PI.2, together with Condition <PII, determines the form of ga,p(a,b). Condition <Piil (of the Lindeberg 
type) ensures the asymptotic normality of the linear term 8~,p(a,b ). 

Having the LAN property, one can take advantage of its fairly general implications due to Le Cam 
and Hajek (see, e.g., lBRAGIMOV AND HAs'MINSKII [11], Ch. II and III, o,..r MILLAR [21]). Specifically, 
our conclusions about asymptotic optimality properties of the estimator Pn are based on the applica
tion of Hajek's convolution theorem to the situation under consideration (see Theorem 6.1). 

For these purposes, define first the class of regular estimators {/3~} for p. Under the conditions 
ensuring the LAN property of the family {P~,p,aECi',/3E6Ji}, at 'point' aECi',/3E6Ji (Proposition 6.1), the 
estimator P~ is called regular (at the point aECi',/3E6Ji) if for some nondegenerate distribution function 
G~ the following weak convergence takes place: 

£{-Jk:(/3~-f3R)l!__n} ~ 0 (2.2) 

uniformly for each lb I <c whatever c>O, and each bounded aEL2(dF) (~, pn and pn being defined 
as above). - -

Now, Hajek's convolution theorem (BEGUN et al. [2]) tells us that G~ at the right-hand side of (2.2) 
can be represented as the convolution of a certain normal law with another distribution law, G1 say. 
By Proposition 6.2, in our s~~ case 0 = N(O, 1/4v)*G1 where N(O, 1/4v) coincides with the 
asymptotic distribution of y kn (pn - /3); see the previous subsection. 

Since convolution 'spreads out mass', no regular estimator P~ can haye an asymptotic distribution 
that is less spread out then N (0, 1I4v ). Thus, in this sense the estimator Pn (which is regular under the 
conditions of the previous subsection; see Theorem 6.1) is best within the class {/3~ }. 

The proof of the results just mentioned uses the fact that the neighborhood about a that shrinks at 
rate k;; 11 2 in the directions {a}, defined above, is 'sufficiently rich' to include the function 
(a/a/3) y;p;(/i) I WJii) where cf>t(/3) is the bounded limit in P~.P probability of 4;; (/3)/ kn (Condition 
<PII ). Simply, the set {a} includes (a1aP)WJii)1 WJii); see Proposition 6.2. 

2.3. This inclusion typically fails in situations in which {a} is a low dimensional subspace of L 2(dF), 
namely, in the frequently encountered situations in which 'the cumulative hazard function' a1 is also 
parametrized up to a certain number of nuisance parameters, and hence {a} is taken as a linear sub
space, A=A(a) say, spanned by the logarithmic derivatives of the density of a1 with respect to the 
nuisance parameters; see, e.g. EFRON [7], JARUPSKIN [12], BORGAN [3], HJORT [10]. According to 
these works the following conclusions can be drawn about the maximum likelihood estimator P'JJL for 
p, defined by maximizing the likelihood function (see (6.1)) simultaneously with respect to the 
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parameter of interest /j and the nuisance parameters. 
Under certain regularity conditions.ft: \/k: (/3').IL -,B")IPn }~N (o,.g;,fe) with §a,/J defined as in (6.3), 

and this means that no R 1 XA-regular estimator /J'lu. -can-have an asymptotic distribution less spread 

then that of P'kL· In fact, the estimator /J'lu. is called R 1 X A-regular if for some nondegenerate distri

bution function G°RA e{ Vf: (/J'/u. - ,B")IPn }~G9u for each b eR 1 ,a eA, whereas Proposition 6.2 tells 
us that G°RA Amay be represented as ilie convolution (6.3). In particular, P'kL is less dispersed then the 
estimator,._./&, for comparing their variances we have g-I :;;;;;(4v)- 1 with equality iff 

('d/a/j)y'tf>,(/j) I Vijji) EA (see Remark 6.3). 
It is important, however, that there is a spbclass of estimators for /j within which no estimator has 

a less spread asymptotic distribution then /Jn defined by (1.4). This is the subclass {/JU c {/J'lu.} of 
regular estimators defined as in the previous subsection by the condition: whatever the (bounded) 
direction a EL 2(dF) of approach to a there is some nondegenerate distribution function G~ such that 

(2.2) takes place. Of course, P'kL is 1lot regular in this sense, as for a ~A a bias appears in its limiting 

distribution. However the estimator Pn is regular, and it is the best among {/j'ft.} since by Proposition 
6.3 G~ may be always represented as the convolution G~ =N(O, 114v)*G1(Theorem6.1). 

3. THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO FOR COUNTING PROCESSES 

3.1. Let(~, <ff; P) be a complete probability space with a filtration {<!f,,O:;;;;;t:;;;;;l} satisfying the usual 
conditions. Let 1\1 = {1\11,<!f,,P;O:;;;;;t:;;;;;l} be a multivariate (r-variate) counting process: 
1\1 = col{N1, ••• , Nr}. Consider its Doob-Meyer decomposition 1\1 = !Ml + A where 
!Ml = {IMl1,<!f,,P;0:;;;;;1:;;;;;1} is a local square integrable martingale, and A = {A.1,<!f,,P;O:;;;;;t:;;;;;l} a 

predictable compensator. 

LEMMA 3.1. The quadratic variation and quadratic characteristic of !Ml are given by the following rela

tions: 
1) (!Ml] = diagl\I - [A]-[IMl,A]-[A,IMI] 
2) <IMI> = diagA - (A] 
PRooF. By definition [N] = diagl\I, and this gives 1). To get 2) take the compensator of both sides of 

1). 
0 

REMARK 3.1. Denote N = N 1 + ... + Nr ,N = M +A. From 2) it follows that 

I 

<M>, =A, - [A], = f 0-~)dA, A.<M> = (1-~)~' 
0 

hence O:o;;;;~:;;;;; 1. For simplicity assume dA < 1 (in fact one can easily dispence with this restriction; 
see e.g. KABANOV et al. [13] or [16]). 

REMARK 3.2. Consider Vi= Ir-A.A,®Dr and V/ 1 = Ir+(l-~,)- 1 A.A,®Dr with 

Dr = col{ 1, ... , 1} and Ir = diagDr. Then 

I 

<IMI>, = jVdiagdA 
0 

t 

= jdiagdAVT 
0 

I 

= j Vv,diagdAVViT 
0 
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with 

v0 = Ir-(1-Vl-AA)aA/AA®Dr·I(AA>O) 

(satisfying (V*)2 = V, of course), and 

with 

t 

diagA1 = jv- 1d<M> 
0 

t 

= fd<M>V-IT 
0 

t 

= jv- 0 d<M>v- 0 r 
0 

v- 0 = I + I-Yl=AA A~ ®D ·I(AA >0) 
r _c--:= AA r 

Vl-M l..\.t1 

t t t 

LEMMA 3.2. Let CP, = 1v-1dA = j(l-AA)- 1dA and ~ = 1v- 1dM = Mt + [<P,M]r = Mt 
0 0 0 

+ [A, '!)JL]1 where '!)JL is the sum of the component of '!JR. Then 
t 

1) ['!)JL]1 = diagN, + j(l-llN)d[@J, 
0 

2) <<Jlt> = diagA + [<P,A]. 
PROOF. As AN®2 = dia~N, (I-llN)2 = (1-tlN) and AN(l-tlN) = 0, 1) follows from 

A'!)JL = AM + A@AM = AN - Ace(l-tlN). (3.1) 

To get 2) take the compensators of both sides of 1). 
0 

3.2. Suppose that a probability measure P in addition to the probability measure P is given on a 
measurable space (n,§) with a filtration-of special form <?J; = a{Ns:s.;;;;t},O.;;;;t.;;;;I. Along with 
N = (N,, '!J;,P), consider the counting process N = (N1, '!J;,!:.) ..-vith compensator A = (A1, <!J;,!:.)· 

'THEOREM 3.1. (see KABANOV et al. [15]). 
I) For absolute continuity of P with respect to P(P«P) the following conditions are necessary and 
sufficient: P-a.s. - -
I. q =-1 implies AA = 1. 

t 

II. The components ~; and A;, i = 1, ... , r of A and A are related as ~~ = f>..i dA i where 
0 

col{;\1
, ••• , ;\r} = A = { A1, <?J;} is a nonnegative predictable process such that the associated Hel-

linger process is bounded: '.}(. = f ±< ~ -YdiJ)2 + ~ (VI -Ms - VI -Ms )2 < oo. 
Oi=I s~t 

O<M1 <1 

2) Assume P«P, and denote by z1 a right-continuous modification of the martingale 
E(d~!dPl<?J;)O~t.;;;;I. Thenz1 = exp{m1 +~<P1 (Ams)} wherecI>1(x) = ln(l+x)-x, and 

s<;,t 
t 

mt = j (A-Drl d'!)R, (3.2) 
0 
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REMARK 3.3. The process z = (z,,'?ft,P), being a nonnegative supermartingale with E(zlP) = 1 as 
t 

well as a local martingale, is a solutfon of the Doleans-Dade equation z, = 1 + J z3 _dm3 , O:s;;;;t:s;;;I 
0 

(LIPTSER AND SHIRYAYEV [18], p. 288, or GILL AND JOHANSEN [8]), hence z, = S(_m),. 

REMARK 3.4. By (3.1) and (3.2) we have 

lim = (A-Dl /iN + (1-W) ((1-!i~)(l-M)- 1 -1] (3.3) 

and 

(>1(/im) = q,f(A-Dr)liN + (I-fiN)q,1 ({l-q)(l-M)-1-1] (3.4) 

with (>1(x) = co1{(>1(xi), i = 1, ... , r} for x = col{x1, ... , xT Hence 
t 

z, = exp{jlnT AdN-~; +A;+ }:(1-W3 )ln (l-q3 )(1-M3 )-
1} (cf. LIPTSER AND SHIRYAYEV 

0 s..;;t 

[18], p. 312). 

REMARK 3.5. By (3.3) 

'Tit = }:(1- yl +lims )2 (3.5) 
s..;;t 

= Jur diagdNUJ + }:O-Ws) [o-Ms)+ (I-Ms)-+ -1] 2 

0 s..;;t 

with QJ = col{ -../ii -1 = Y dA; I dA; -1,i = 1, ... , r }. The compensator of this process coincides 

with the Hellinger process, ij =-:JC. 

REMARK 3.6. It is interesting to note that the class of 'alternative' compensators A is restricted to 

those for which A -A is dominated by <Ml> in the sense that for a certain r-vector valued predict-
able process D-11 -

t 

A,-A, = jD-llTd<Ml>. 
0 

t 

If ~«P then z = S{_m) with m, = jD-llTdMI. Obviously, D-11 = (V-1l(A-0) and A-A= <Ml,m>. 

0 

3.3. Here we give a useful representation for the likelihood ratio process, to be used in the next sec

tion. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let p «P. Then 

where 

z = exp{2m(ll.J)-2'.JC + R} 

I 

m(UJ), = fur d'Jrl 
0 

is a local square integrable martingale with 

t 

<m(UJ)>, = jUJTdiagd<'JR..>11.J<oo P a.s., 
0 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
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while 

I 

R, = 2 ~<1>2 ( \/I + Ams - I) + 2[<?)1(, :JC], - j OJ T diagd'JRJU (3.9) 
set O 

with 

<I>2(x) = ln(l + x)-x +; x2 . 

PROOF. By (3.2) 

I I 

m, = 2 jur dGJTl + fur diagd'JRJU . (3.10) 
0 0 

By (3.4) and (3.5) 

;~<I>1(Ams) = ~<1>2(\/I+Ams -l)-X,-(111 -~1), (3.11) 
set 

since ; <1> 1(x- l) = <1>2(Vx - l)-(Vx -1)2 and '.JC=~; obviously, 

I 

111 -~1 = jurdiagdMOJ + ~A~Vl-~ -Vl-dA)2. (3.12) 
O set 

Now (3.6) easily follows from (3.9) - (3.12), taking into account that GJTl = M + [A, GJTl] by definition. 
By Assertion 2) of Lemma 3.2 

I (QJT AA )2 
<m(OJ)>, = fur diagdAOJ + ~ s .:.. (3.13) 

0 set 1-dAs 

I M 
.;;; jOJT diagdAOJ + ~ s_ OJ[ diagdAsOJs 

O set 1-Ms 

I 

.;;; jOJTdiagdAOJ + ~OJ[diagd~OJs<oo P a.s. 
0 set 

Here we first used the Schwartz inequality and then the caundedness of the Hellinger process.1 

Hence (3.8) holds. 
0 

4. LAN FOR COUNTING PROCESSES 

4.1. Let {Sln, 6.!', (~, Q.;;;1.;;;; 1), pn)}, n = 1,2, ... be a sequence of stochastic bases of the same type 
as above. Let Nn = (N7, ~, Pn) be an rn-variate counting process with the Doob-Meyer decomposi
tion Nn = Mn + An, where rn, n = 1,2, ... is a nondecreasing sequence of integers. 

I 

Define also~ = j(Vn)- 1dMn where vn = Ir. -AAn®or.· 
0 

Let Oiln = {Dil7, ~, pn }, n = 1,2,... be a sequence of rn-verctor valued predictable processes such 

I. Use also the following inequalities : ~/(O<aA,,;;;-b QJ[dia~(f,.QJ,,,;;;2 ~ QJ[dia~A,QJ, and ~/d-,,;;;ilA<I) 
sQ sQ sQ _ 

U[dia~(f,.QJ,,,;;;C ~ QJ[dia~A,QJ, with a certain constant C determined by the fact that the number of jumps of A,, s,,;;;1, 
I s,.;;1 

exceeding 2 is finite. 
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that 

I 

m(ll·P)1 = jJHJnT d~n , n = 1,2,... (4.1) 

0 

is a sequence of local square integrable martingales. 

By Corollary 2 of LIPTSER AND SHIRYAYEV [19) this sequence is asymptotically normal (see 

Theorem 4.1 below) under the following Conditions IHl : 

JHJ. l. For each t, O.;;;;t.;;;;1 and£, 0<£.;;;;l 

I 

jJHJ('5:.)diagdAnJHJ(>•) + ~/(llHlnTAlf'1>£)(1-aAn)(IHlnTACl')2~0 (4.2) 

0 s..;1 

in pn probability as n~oo, where 

IHl(>•) = col{I(IHin1>£)Hin, i = l, ... , rn}, IHln = col{Hin , i = 1, ... , rn} (4.3) 

JHJ.2. For each t, O.;;;;t.;;;;l 

I 

<m(IHln)>1 = jJHJnTdiagdAnlHln + ~(l-aAn)(IHlnTAlf')2~<W> (4.4) 
0 s.,;;1 

where W = (W1, ~)o..;1 .,;; 1 is a continuous Gaussian martingale with quadratic variation 

<W> = [W] = EW2 , a nondecreasing continuous deterministic function (cf. GREENWOOD AND 

SHIRYAYEV [9), § 5.2). 

THEOREM 4.1. Under the Conditions IHl 

d(P") 
m(IHln) ~ W (4.5) 

in the sense of the weak convergence in 6D([O, 1)) with resp. to pn (cj GREENWOOD AND SHIRYAYEV [9], 

§ 2.2). 

REMARK 4.1. For checking the above statement take into consideration that the integer valued random 

measure µn, associated to m(IHln) by 

µn((O,t], I) = ~/(Am(IHln)s ef), fe~(R0), Ro =- R \ {O} 
s..;1 

with 

is such that 

I 

J J x 2µn(ds, dx) = ~Am(IHln);I(IAm(IHln)sl>£) (4.6) 

0 Jxl>• s..;1 

I 

= /1H1('5:,)diagdl\ln1Hl(><) + ~(1-ANn)(IHlnT Aif')2 J(llHlnT Alf' I>£) 
0 s..;1 

Here we have used the following simple relation : 

I(IAm(IHln)l>£)Am(IHln) = 1Hl('5:,)Al\ln -(l-ANn)J(llHlnTAlf'1>£)1HlnTAif' . (4.7) 

Now, we can easily see that on the left hand side of (4.2) we have the compensator of the expression 

(4.6). Hence, denoting the compensator of µn by ii', one can rewrite (4.2) as follows: 

I 

j j x 2dil'(ds, dx)~O. 
OJxJ>• 
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Below we will need the following simple corollary of theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let a sequence IHln, n = 1,2, ... of rn-valued predictable processes satisfy the following 
Conditions IHI' : for each t, O,,,;;;;t,,,;;;; 1 

IHl'.0. 

IHI'. 1. 

IHl'.2. 

I 

JIHlnT dAn~o ; 
0 

I 

/1H1g,>diagdAnil-ll(>•)~o , 0<£,,,;;;; 1 ; 
0 

I 

JIHlnT diagdAnlHln~<W>, 
0 

in pn probability as n~oo. Then 

1 d(P") 
JIHlnT dNn ~ Wi . 
0 

4.2. Suppose that a probability measure pn in addition to pn is given on a measurable space 
{~n. <J'} of the preceding subsection. Suppose in addition that the filtration {<?fr', O,,,;;;;t,,,;;;;l} is 
minimal: <?fr' = o{N; : s :s;;;;t} where Nn = (N7, <?fr', Pn) is an rn-variate counting process with the 
compensator An = (A7, <?fr', pn). Let Nn = (N7, <?fr', Pn) be another counting process with the com-
pensator An= (A7, <?fr', pn). - -

For eacli, n assume ~n«_pn and, in accordance with II of Theorem 3.1, define the Hellinger process 

I 

~ = JunTdiagdAnQJn + ~ {y1-~; -y1-aA;)2 
O set 

o<AA'1<1 

where 

QJn =col{ Uin = V d~t !dAin - I,i= 1, ... , rn}. 

Obviously, 

An =col{~fn =(Uin + 1)2 ,i =I, ... , Tn} . 

Let the following Conditions :JC be satisfied : 

X 1. For each t, O,,,;;;;t,,,;;;; I and £, 0<£,,,;;;; I 

I 
-n - J A nT d" gd n A n 'll<>•>t = QJ<>•> ia A QJ<>•> 

0 

sCt 

in pn probability as n~oo, where 

uZ>•> = col{J(ji\.in_11>f)uin, i 

X2. For each t, o,,,;;;;t,,,;;;;I 
1 

X'~4<W> 

in pn probability as n~oo. 

1, ... , rn} 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. 
(i) Under the Conditions % 

d(P") I 
m(Q..Jn) ~ 4W 

(cj. (3.7), (4.1) and (4.5) with IHI = 2Q..J) 

41 

(4.12) 

(ii) The Conditions % are equivalent to the Conditions Q..J defined by (4.2) - (4.4) for the special case of 

IHI = 2U. 

REMARK 4.2. As the Conditions Q..J are those of Theorem 4.1 for the special case of IHI = 2U, the 

assertion of Lemma 3.3 concerning the process (3.7) allows us to deduce Assertion (i) of Proposition 

4.1 directly from Assertion (ii) and Theorem 4.1. The Assertion (ii) will be proved below. 

REMARK 4.3. Notice the difference between u'.JZ>•) given by (4.10) and 

U(>•) = col{I(jUinl>t:)Uin, i = 1, ... , rn} 

( cf. ( 4.3) ). However using the simple inequalities 

I(I~ -ll>t:):s;;;f(lxl>t:) 

and 

I(lx-yl>t:):s;;;I(lxl>t:!2) + I([yl>t:!2). 

we get 

I t 

jug,> diagdAnuC>•>,,;;;; jug,>diagdAnu'.JZ>•> 
0 0 

t t 

,,;;;; jU{!:.;4)diagdAnU(>•l4) + jU(;v.n.)diagdAnU(>v.n.). 
0 0 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Proof of Assertion (ii) of Proposition 4.1. We proceed in three steps. In step 1) we show that the Con

ditions% imply (4.2) with IHI = U. In step 2) we show that the Conditions Q..J imply Condition X 1. In 

conclusion, it is shown in step 3) that the difference between X1 and the left hand side of (4.4) with 

IHI = 2Q..J vanishes as n~oo under the Conditions X, as well as under the Conditions Q..J. 

1) By (4.14), under the Conditions% the first term on the left hand side of (4.2) with IHI = Q..J tends to 

zero in pn probability as n~oo. We will show that the same holds for the second term, as well. The 

latter term does not exceed 

s,,;;,t 

as is easily seen by applying the simple inequality 

lx-yll(lx-yl>t:):o;;;;41xl2 I(lxl>t:/2) + 4[yl2 I([yl>t:!2) 

(see ANDERSEN AND GILL [I], p. 1107) to 

(N-DrJAce' = 2unr Ace' + Q..JnT diagAtrun 

= 1-(1-A~) / (1-AAn). 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

Since for each t:>O one can choose a constant C that ensures the inequality lxl:o;;;;qv'}+"; -1)2 
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whenever lxl>E (e.g. via x2/(l+lxl):::::q~-1)2; KABANOV et al. [14], p. 644), the expression 
( 4.15) in turn does not exceed 

C{LI(l(A; -Dr.l a<:e;i>E)(l -LlA;)( yl -(A; -Dr.l A<:e; -1)2}2 (4.18) 
s,,;;;,1 

+ supu;r diagAA;u;·Lu;r diagace;u;. 
s,,;;;,1 

s~t 

By (4.17) and Condition '.JCl, the first term in (4.18) tends to zero in pn probability as n_,.oo. In 
view of the last inequality in (3.13) and the fact that1 

supu;r diagaA;u;:s;;;supA~_,.o in pn probability as n_,.oo, (4.19) 
s,,;;;,1 s,,;;;,1 

the second term in (4.18) vanishes as well. Thus (4.2) for IHI = U is proved. 

2) Let the Conditions U hold ; By (4.14) again, it suffices to bound the second term of ijn (see (4.9) ) 
and to show that it vanishes as n_,.oo. By the simple inequality I~ - ll:s;;;lxl, this term does not 
exceed 

LI [l<A;-nrJTAce;1>E](l-LlA;){(A;-or.l ace;}

2 

s,,;;;,1 

=s;;;4LI (1u;r Ace;1>E14] {2u;r A&;)2(1-Ll:4;) 
s,,;;;,1 

+4supu;r diagaA;u;·Lu;r diagace;u; ; (4.20) 
s,,;;;,1 s,,;;;,1 

here we have used (4.16) and (4.17). The second term on the right hand side of (4.20) tends to zero by 
the same arguments as above (cf. the similar term in (4.18)) ; so does the first term as well, by (4.2) 
for IHI = U. Thus (4.9) is proved. 

3) In view of the assertions proved in steps 1) and 2), all we need is that 

LI (l<A;-or.l Ace;1.;;;;E)o-Ll:4;)I y'l -{A;-or.l A&; -1)2-
s,,;;;,1 

(4.21) 

{;(A: -1,f M; r t~o 
in pn probab~ty as n_,.oo, either under the Conditions '.JC or U. 

Since 1- 1-x = x/2+x2!8+0(x3) for sufficiently small values of x; a constant C can be 
chosen such that 

Applying this inequality to the left-hand side of (4.21), one can see that it does not exceed 

CEL(l-LlA;){(A;-or.l ace;}

2

,,,;;;; 

s,,;;;,1 

2CEL(l-LlA;)(2u;r Aet;)2 
s,,;;;,1 

1. As it has been mentioned in Remark 2.1, by Lemma l of MCLEISH [20], p. 146 from Condition S.Il and the continuity of 
xw follows supj~ -X;i'j->0 and, in particular supjA~j->0 in pn probability as n->oo ; cf. GREENWOOD AND SHIRYAYEV 

sQ sQ 

[9], p. 105. 
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This and (3.13) imply (4.21). The concluding step 3) is proved. 
D 

4.3. The next three lemmas establish asymptotic negligability of the remainder term R (see (3.9)) in 

the representation (3.6). 

LEMMA 4.1. Under the Conditions X.for each t, O::s;;;;t::s;;;;l 

I 

supR~'>~o , RP> = junT diagd<.?:JR..nun , (4.22) 
s.;;1 0 

in pn probability as n~oo. 
PRooF . By Assertion (ii) of Proposition 4.1 and (4.2) with IHI = l!J, the arguments indicated in the 

footnote on p. 42 lead to 

I 

jug,>diagd<?'l!J(>•)~o in pn probability as n~oo. 
0 

Thus, it suffices to prove ( 4.22) with l!J ( ..;;<) = un - l!J C><) in place of un. But this is a direct conse

quence of Assertion (i) of Proposition 4.1, as 

I 

jU(,!;,)diagd<.?:JR..nl!J(.;;,)::s;;;;€ m(l!Jn)1 

0 

LEMMA 4.2. Under the Conditions X. for each t, O::s;;;;t ::s;;;; 1 

suplR~2>1~0, R<2> = [~,'.JC'] 
s.;;1 

in pn probability as n~oo. 
PROOF. By Assertion 2) of Lemma 3.2, (4.19) and the boundedness of the Hellinger process 

t0in 
<R<2

> >1 = ~(a~)2 ~n 
s.;;1 1-Ms 

::s;;;; sup a~ ·C'.JG' ~o 
s.;;1 

D 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

in pn probability as n~oo (a constant C is defined by the arguments indicated in the footnote on p. 

42). Obviously, (4.23) is implied by (4.24). 

LEMMA 4.3. Under the Conditions X. for each t, O::s;;;;t ::s;;;; 1 

suplRP>1~0, RP>= ~<P2(\/i+am; -1) 
s.;;1 

in pn probability as n~oo. 

D 

(4.25) 
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REMARK 4.3. The last assertion is the special case of Assertion LB for i=3, in DzHAPARIDZE [6], 
Subsection 1.2. In fact 

1 I -~ 
RP>= j<Pf(UJn)dNn + ~(l-AN;)<P2((1-q\2(I-An) 2 -1) 

0 s,.;,1 

I 

= j j<P2(Ylh - l)dµ.n 
OR0 

with µ.n defined as in Remark 4.1 for the particular choice of IHln, namely, IHln = An -Dr. ( cf. 
DZHAPARIDZE [6], p. 16). 

4.4. In conclusion, let us formulate the principal results of this section - Theorem 4.2 and its Corol
lary 4.2 stating the LAN for counting processes. 

THEOREM 4.2. Under the Conditions :JC the following two statements hold: 
d(P") J 

(i) zn ~ exp{W-2<W>}, 
.. d(P') I 

(n) zn 4 exp{W+2<W>}, 

PROOF. Assertion (ii) is derived from Assertion (i) by the arguments used in GREENWOOD AND SHIR
YAYEV [9] (see the proof of Statement 3 of Theorem 8 on p. 99). 

As for Assertion (i), it follows directly from Lemma 3.3, Proposition 4.1 and the Lemmas 4.1 - 4.3. 

COROLLARY 4.2. Let the Conditions :JC are satisfied. Then the following two statements hold : 
(i) For each t, O.;;;;t.;;;; I 

I 
zn = exp{m(2QJn)-2<W>+rn} 

where a remainder term rn is such that 

suplr~l~O 
s,.;,1 

both in pn and ~n probability as n~oo, while the first term m(2UJn) is asymptotically normal: 

d(P") 
m(2UJn) ~ W 

and 

d(P") 
m(2UJn) 4 W + < W> 

D 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(ii) Let §n = {§~, <ff!, pn }, n = I, 2, ... be a sequence of rn-variate predictable processes such that for 
some unbo

1
undedly increasing sequence of numbers kn, n = I, 2, ... it satisfies the Conditions IHI with 

IHln = k: 2 §n. Besides, for each t, Oo;;;;t.;;;;I 

I I I 

j(UJn -k;2 §n)T diagdAn(QJn -k;2 §n)~O 
0 

in pn probability as n~oo. Then 
_ _!_ . I 

zn = exp{2kn 2 m(§n)-1<W>+rm} 

I 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

where a remainder term rm and the first term 2k;T m(§n) satisfy (4.26) and, respectively (4.27) and 
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I 

(4.28) with k:T §n in place of OJn. 
I 

Finally, if k: 2 
§n satisfies the Conditions IHI' then the first term in (4.30) is simplified to 

I l 

2k:T f §nT d!'ln. 
0 

PROOF. Obviously, for the proof of Assertion (i) it suffices to check (4.26) for 
I 

rn = Rn-2(X1-4<W>) 

(see (3.6) and (3.9) ), in view of Lemmas 4.1 - 4.3 and the footnote on p. 46. 

As for Assertion (ii), we apply Theorem 4.1 and its Corollary 4.1, and then the fact that (4.29) 

implies 
I 

<m(0Jn-k;2 §n)>-0 

in pn probability as n-oo, each t, O:o;;;;t,,.;;;l, which is established by using the arguments leading to 

(3.13). The latter fact ensures the property (4.26) for 
I 

rm = rn +2m(OJn -k:T §n). 

0 

5. CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY. 

5.1. Consider the situation described in Subsection 2.1, in which for each n = 1,2, ... the r-variate 

counting process !\In possesses the pair (A;, ..Ynp of ("1j, ~)-predictable characteristics satisfying Con

dition I. Suppose that the rn-vector-valued process ..yn(fi) is continuously differentiable (in /3) in 

the following sense: 

CONDITION II. There is a sequence of continuous in {3 rn-vector valued predictable processes 

o_n(p)(_a~ y..yn(fi)) = {11_~(/3),~,Pn}' n=l,2, ... 

such that 
II 1. For each real valued b such that pn = f3 + bi i/k: E<?JI, t!Ventually, with the same sequence of 

numbers kn,n = 1,2, ... as in Condiilon I, 

I 

J jVi'n(pn) - y..yn(/3) - _ ~o_n(f3)j2dAn -o in Pp probability as n-oo. 
0 - vkn 

t 

II 2. For some deterministic function a~(/3) such that v1(/3) = J a2(/3)dF>O, O<t,,.;;;; 1, we have 
0 

I 

'V;(/3) = J lln(f3)j2dFn-v1({3) in Pp probability as n-oo. 
0 

We shall show that the estimator /Jn, defined by (1.4) with i' = ..yn and N = Nn is consistent and 

asymptotically normal N (0, 114v ), v = v 1 (/3). For this we need some additional conditions stipulated 

in the next two subsections. 
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5.2. 
a 1- a 

Define ap \f!n(JJ) = 2{ diag\f!n(ft)} 2 ap V\f!n(JJ) and 

I 

.1_ In \f!n (ft) = 2{ diag'f!n (ft)} -2 .1_ V \f!n (/3) ap ap · 
Obviously, 

(5.1) 

Hence, 

(5.2) 

and 

T f { 0°a ln'f!n(/3)f diag dAn { 0°a ln'f!n(JJ)} = 4 fill n(/3)j2dpn~4v1(/J) 
n 0 I-' ,., 0 

(5.3) 

in Pp probability as n~oo (see Il.2). 
Now we apply the Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 to derive asymptotic normality of the integral in (5.2), 

taking account of (5.1) and (5.3), and then to establish the LAN property for the 'partial likelihood 
ratio' we define 

I 

lp(b) = exp J {1n'f!n(/Jn)-ln\f!n(/3)f dNn 
0 

with Pn = /3+b ;2.yJ:,; where bEBn = GJJ-/3/2.yJ:,; (see Remark 5.1 below). In addition we 
state the Lindeberg Condition III, under which the following Corollary 5.1 holds. 

CONDITION III. If (A7, 'f!7)p is the pair of the (Pp, '!fr')-predictable characteristics, then for each t:>O 

Condition IHI'. l is satisfied with IHln = 0~ ln\f!n. 

COROLLARY 5.1. (i) If Conditions II and III are satisfied, then 

I 

e( _ ~ j { 0~ ln\f!n(ft)f dNnjPp)=>N(0,4v) 
vkn 0 

(ii) Let the Conditions II and III be satisfied uniformly in /3EK, a compact subset of GJJ. Then uniformly 
in /3 EK finite dimensional distributions of Yp (b) tend to finite dimensional distributions of 

I 
exp{bt--zb2

}, e(t) = N(O, 1). 

REMARK 5.1. The term 'partial likelihood ratio' used above may be justified as follows (cf. Cox [5] or 
ANDERSEN AND GILL [l]): 

Consider the situation described in the beginning of Subsection 4.2, and su.E.Ji>ose that Nn possesses 
the pair (A;, 'f!7(JJ)) of (Pn, '!fr')-predictable characteristics and the pair (A1, 'f!7(/3n)) of (Pn, '!fr')-
predictable characteristics, such that the associated Hellinger process is bounded -

t 

X!(Pn,!:_n) = X: = /I y'f!n(ftn)-V'f!n(JJ)i2c1An <oo pn a.s. 
0 

Then by Theorem 3.1 and Remarks 3.3 and 3.4 
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t 

E(~n I dPnl'!fr) =exp f {lni'n(,Bn)-lni'n(,B)}TdNn 
0 

and 
I 

E{Yp(b)IPn} = E{expj{lni'n(pn)-lni'n(,B)}TdNnlPn} = 1. (5.4) 
0 

Here the likelihood ratio is called partial because the first characteristic is one and the same in the 

above considered pairs of (Pn, 6.J'!)- and (Pn, 6.J'!)- characteristics of Nn (According to this terminology, 

the estimator defined by (1.4) might be caD.ed the maximum partial likelihood estimator). 
Note, in conclusion, that analogous considerations lead to 

I 

E{ v'ij{b)exp( ~/I yi'n(,Bn) -Vi'n(P) l2cIAnc + 
0 

(5.5) 

5.3. For establishing further properties of the partial likelihood ratio Yp(b) we require the following 

CONDITION IV. If (A;, '1'7)p is the pair of the (Pp, 6.J'!)-predictable characteristics, with the parameter P 
belonging to a finite set 6Jb, then the quantity 

I 

J3p(bi.b2) = JI yo/n(/3~)- yo/n(,8~) 1
2dAn, (5.6) 

0 

where 

/3~ = /3 + b;l2 Vk,;, b; EBn = 6Jb-/3 / 2 Vk,;, i = 1,2, 

obeys the following bounds: there are positive constants C; (independent of n) such that for 

sufficiently large values of n and each b;EBn, i = 1,2, bEBn and /3EK, a compact subset of 6Jb, 

b2 c b2 

IV. 1 Pp{J3p(O,b) < C0--
2 

}.;;;;;C1e- ' ; 
l+b 

cf. (5.6) with b1 = 0, b2 = b. 

IV. 2 Pp a.s. J3p(b1>b2).;;;;;C(b2 -bi)2 

LEMMA 5.1. Let Condition IV hold Then there are positive constants c; such that for each b EBm 

b; EBn, i = 1,2 and /3EK, a COrrlJlact subset of 6Jb, 
(i) E{ v'ij{b)IP'P }.;;;;;c 1e -c,b, 

(ii) E{I Vlp(b2)-Vlp(b1)121Pp }.;;;;;c2lb2-bd2 

PROOF. (i).By applying the inequality 

E{ v'ij{b)IPp }.;;;;;;£{ v'ij{b)(~+I(~<l))!Pp} 

.;;;;;;£{ v'ij{b)~IPp }+Pp(~<l) 

(here (5.4) and the Schwarz inequality is used) to 

1 b2 

~ = exp2{Sp(O,b)-Co 
1 
+bi} 
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and taking into account (5.5) and Condition IV we get 

~ ~ . b2 Co 
E{ y IjH.OJIPfi} :s;;;; exp{--

2 
(--2 -C)}+C1exp(-C2b2) 

l+b 

1bis and the finiteness of ~ imply (i). 

(ii). By (5.4) 

E{I VYfi(b2) - yYp(bi)l21P/i} = 2(1-E{ VYfi(b2)Yp(b1) IP/I}) 

and by (5.5) and Condition VI.2 

l:s;;;;E{ VYfi(b2)Yp(b1)exp( ~ ~ AA~n I y'l';{P~) - y'l';(p~) l2)1Pfi }exp(~ C(b2 -bi)2) 
s,.;;i 1-aAS 

where the constant c arises by taking into consideration the arguments indicated in the footnote 1> on 
p. 42. Hence 

E{I VYfi(b2) - yYp(b1)12IP/i} :s;;;; 2(1-e -+c(b,-b,)' ):s;;;;c(b2 -bi)2 

D 
Lemma 5.1 allows us to apply the result of SIEDERS AND DzHAPARIDZE [24] mentioned in subsec

tion 2.1, a version of the 'large deviatiOJ?.S' Theorem 5.1 of IBRAGIMOV AND HAs'MINSKII [11], in order 
to draw inference about the estimator Pn for the parameter P in the spirit of the above mentioned 
book (see the next subsection). For this end we have resticted our attention to the scalar parameter 
case in which the property of the partial likelihood Yp(b) stated in assertion (ii) of Lemma 5.1 turns 
out to be sufficient (in fact, if P were a p-vector valued parameter then one should guarantee the pro
perty (5.8) below with 2m > p). 

REMARK 5.2. Condition IV. I is a consequence of the identifiability condition: for each 8 > 0 

I 

inf /I y'q,n(/J+h) - V'l'n(/J) l2cIAn > 0, Pfia.s. 
lhl;;.8 0 

provided that 

b2 
8fi(O,b)~4 in Pp probability as n~oo 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Indeed (5.7) and (5.8) allow us to choose a constant C0 such that for sufficiently large values of n and 
eacht: > 0 

Pp{Sfi(O,b) < C0~} :s;;;; t: 
l+b 

(cf. IBRAGIMOV AND HAS'MINSKII [11], p. 82), and this implies Condition IV.I. 
Observe that in the case that the Newton-Leibniz formula holds 

I 

yq,n(p+h) - V'l'n(p) = h Jn_n(p+sh)ds 
0 

(5.9) 

(cf. IBRAGIMOV AND HAs'MINSKII [11], p. 66), the condition (5.8) can be viewed as a strengthening of 
Condition 11.2, because (5.8) can be rewritten as 
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I I 

JIJn_n(f3+sh / Vk:"")dsl2dFn""'v 
0 0 

in Pp probability as n-oo, for each hand not only for h = 0 as in Condition II.2. 
By the same arguments, if 

I 

sup J In_ n(.Bn)l2dFn < oo Pp a.s. , 
b 0 

then Condition IV.2 is also satisfied. 
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(5.10) 

(5.11) 

5.4. As a consequence of Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 2.1 in SIEDERS AND DZHAPARIDZE [24] we have 

PROPO~ITION 5.1. Undfr Condition IV there are certain positive constants C0 and c0 such that the esti
mator .Bn is consistent: .Bn-.B in Pp probability, and for sufficiently large values ofn and H 

-~A H' sup Pp {12 V KnvC.Bn-,B)l>H}..;;;Coe -c. 
{JeK 

In view of the assertion (ii) of Corollary 5.1 and Lemma 4.1, we can make use of the Theorems 
1.10.l and 111.1.2 in IBRAGIMOV AND HAS'MINSKII [11]. The result can be formulated as 

PROPOSITION 5.2. If the Conditions II-IV hold uniformly in ,BEK. then we have asymptotically as n""'oo 

1 
1 a 

P'P{l2 Vk;;c'/Jn -,8) 2 Vk,;; l { ap lni'n(,B) f dNn I >8}-0, for each 8>0 

e{2 Vk;;<'/Jn-,B)IPp }=?N(O, 1) 

and 

.:L 
-~A 2 2 J+l 

E{l2 V knv(.Bn-.B)l1 1Pp }""' y; f(-
2
-) 

uniformly in ,BEK 
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5. 5. In the remainder of this paper we restrict our attention to the special case desrcibed in Example 
1.1 in which the process Nn is of the Poisson type with the compensator (1.1) where <I> = q,n satisfies 
the conditions stipulated below. 

CONDITION <I>I. There~ a sequence of rn-vector valued £57-predictable processes, continuously depen
dent on /J, say (CJ/CJ/J) <I>n(/J), n = 1,2, ... , such that for each aE<!e and /JE~ the following holds: 

<I>Ll. For each b such that pn =/J+bl Vk,; E~ eventually, 

I 

flY<I>n~)-V<I>n(fJ)- k a~ v'<I>n(fJ)l2da~o inP~.,eprobabilityasn~oo; 

I 

<1>1.2. For some deterministic function p'f(/J) such that w1(a,/J)= J p;(/J)da8 >0,0<t:;;;;;l, and for each t, 
0 

O:;;;;;t:;;;;;l, aE@, /JE~ 

6/§'j(a,/J) = f fl aaa ~l2das~w,(a,/J) in P~.,eprobability as n~oo. 
n 0 /J 

CONDITION <1>11. There is a positive bounded deterministic function q,1(/J) (uniformly in t and fJ 
m <<f>t(/J)<M where O<m <M < oo) having continuous bounded derivative in /J, such that for each 
aECP, /JE~ and 0:;;;;;1:;;;;;1 

I 1 -n 
<I>Il.1. F'!(a,/J) = J k<I>s(/J)das~F,(a,/J) in P~ . .B probability as n~oo where F1 = F1(a,/J) = 

0 n 
I 

f <Ps(/J)da8 >0 (cf. Condition I). 
0 

<I>II.2. For (CJJCJ{J)~n = o;. (CJ/CJ/J)<I>n = 20;. { diag<I>n} 112(CJ/CJ/J) ~ 

ff aaa ~;(/J)das~ f aaa<Ps(f3)da8 <oo in P~.,eprobability as n~oo. 
n O /J 0 /J 

REMARK 5.4. It is easily seen that these conditions imply Condition II for entries as in (1.2). Besides, 
by the Conditions II.2, <1>1.2, <I>II. l, <I>II.2 and (5.3) 

I I 
_ 1 f a _ En" 2 f a _ r:-2 _ 

CV,(a,fJ) - G/JS,(a,fJ)-T I aa v <I>s I das~w,(a,f3)- I aa v<Ps I das - v,(a,fJ) 
n O /J 0 /J 

in P~ . .B probability as ~oo. 
It is easily seen that Condition III follows from <I>II and the following Lindeberg condition: 

CONDITION <I>III. For each t:>O Condition IHl'.1 of Section 4 is satisfied with 

!Hin= a~ln<I>n=2{diag<I>n}-l/2 a~~. 
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5.6. Here we apply the results of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 (as well as that of Corollary 6.1 below) to 

the special case of the Cox regression ·model: see (1.3) with the covariate processes z:n ,i = I, ... ,rn and 
the censoring factors nn ,i = l, ... ,rn taking values 0 or 1 (so N:n only jumps when nn = 1). To arrive 

at these statements concerning the properties of the estimator /Jn we adopt the assumptions of 

ANDERSEN AND GILL [I], strengthening for simplicity Condition C on p. 1105 (in fact its scalar ver

sion given on p. 1110) to the following condition: 

suplZ~n Inn< 00 P~;p a.s. (5.14) 
i,t 

For this end we shall show that all the conditions stipulated above are satisfied. By (5.14) the Lin

deberg condition <Pill is completely empty, and so is the condition (5.11). 
Since in this particular case 

l_E__-.J;p;12 = 1-L()n (5.15) 
ap 4 ap2 , 

Condition <I>I.2 follows from Condition B in ANDERSEN AND GILL [l], p. 1105. The latter condition, 

along with Condition Din [1], ensures also <I>II, with 

v(a,/J) = !j{(a2 ;ap2)cp(fl)- [(a/:r:/J)f }da>O. 

Further, applying (5.14) and (5.15), the Newton-Leibniz formula (cf. (5.9)), and the above men

tioned Conditions B and D, one easily verifies <PI.I. Finally, by the same arguments one gets (5.8) 
which gives Condition IV.I because here the identifiability (5.7) takes place. 

6. ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY. 

6.1. Suppose that the process Nn is of the Poisson type and retain the Conditions <I>I-<I>III stipulated 
in Subsection 5.5. Let the probability measures pn and pn be defined on (nn, '1!') as in Subsection 

2.2. Then (see Remark 3.4) -

d£n I I dan 

d'P
n = exp{/ (ln<I>;(pn)-ln<I>;(/J)l dN; + 2 /Ind-: dN'; 

0 - O <Xs 

(6.1) 

I I 

- j(i; (pn)d'!_; + j(i; (/J)das} 
0 - 0 

We shall now apply Corollary 4.2 to show the LAN of the {P~.p,aE&, /JE6ii} in the sense of 

DEFINITION 6.1. The family {P~.p.aE&, /JE6ii} is called Locally Asymptotically Normal (LAN) at the 
'point' aE&, /JE6ii if for each b ER 1 and each bounded a EL 2(dF) such that ~ E&,pn E6ii eventually, 

there is a sequence of asymptotically normal variables 8~.p(a,b), n = 1,2, ... : -

e{ 8:,p(a,b)IP:,p }~N(O,ga,p(a,b)) as n~oo 

with ga,p(a,b)>O for which d!:_nldPn= exp{a:,p(a,b)- ~ga,p(a,b) + 11:,p(a,b)} where 11:,p(a,b)~O 
in P:./J probability as n~oo. 

Note first that if 

UJ7 = col{y<I>:n(pn)/<I>~n(/J) Vd'!_7 /da, -1, i=l, ... ,rn}, 

then (4.29) is satisfied by §7 :, SZp(a,b) = ~ b(a1ap)In<I>7(P) + a,Dr.• for which 
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_kl f§nTdiagdA.n§n~b2w1(a,/J) + 2bf (3/~ asdFs(ot,/J) + fa;dFs(a,/J) (6.2) 
n 0 0 cf>s(/J) 0 

in pn probability as n~oo, by the Conditions <I>I and <I>II. 

PROPOSITION 6.1. Under the Conditions <I>I-<I>III the family {P:,p,otECP, /JE61i} is LAN at the 'point' 
1 I 

aECP, /JE61i for 8:,p(a,b) = Vk; [§p(a,bl d(Nn -A.n(a,/J)) and ga,p(a,b) then equals 4 times the 

right-hand side of (6.2) evaluated at t = 1. 

6.2. Suppose that the underling model confines 'the directions' a to a linear subspace AEL 2(dF), and 
let {/J'lu } be a class of R 1 X A-regular estimators for p, which includes a subclass of regular estima
tors {/J'k} c {/J'lu} (see Subsection 2.3). Then, by Hajek's convolution theorem ( BEGUN et al. [2], 
Theorem 3.1), we have 

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let the Condition <I>l-<I>llI hold. Then 

(i) (6.3) 

I 

as n~oo with some distribution law G)u, where !fa,f:I =4{ w 1 (a,/J) - f'rr; (a,/J)dFs(a,/J) }, '1T3 (ot,/1) being 
0 

the projection of(3!3/J)W:<ii)I WlJi) into A, that is, it satisfies the equation 

/

1 
{ (3 I 3 /J) Wjjj) 

_ r;-;;;:- 'TTs{ot,/J) }asdFs(ot,/J) = 0 
o vcJ>s<P> 

for each as EA. 

(ii) £{i/k;(p'ft.-pn)l!._n}=>Gi = N(0,1/4v1(ot,/J))*G1 (6.4) 

as n~oo with some distribution law G1 (see Remark 5.4), uniformly for each lbl<c whatever c>O, and 
each bounded aEL2(dF) 

REMARK 6.1. For the 'least favorable' direction a1 = -b'TT1(f3) the quantity ga,p(a,b) coincides with 
b2 !fa,f:I• !fa,f:I being Fisher's information for P ( BEGUN et al. [2], Section 3). 

REMARK 6.2. Evidently, !fa,p;;;.4v 1 (a,/J~ith equality iff (3/3/J) WlJi) I WlJi) EA (see Remark 5.4). 
Having the limiting distribution of y kn (/Jn - /J) under pn (Proposition 5.2), one can apply th~ usual 
contiguity arguments (allowed by Proposition (6.1)) to arrive at the formula (6.4) for P'k = /Jn with 
G1 that degenerates at 0. These consifterations can be summarized as the following statement on the 
optimality properties of the estimator Pn· 

A 

THEORE~ 6.1. Under the conditions stipulated above, the estimator Pn is regular and 
£{i/k;(Pn-pn)1Pn}=>N(0,1!4v 1(a,/J)) for each bER 1 and each bounded aEL2(dF) determining 
~ ,pn and pr as in Subsection 2.2. 
The estimator Pn is the best apl.Ong {/J'k} in the sense that no r~ estimator can have its limiting 
distribution less spread then Pn· Besides, iff (3/3/J) WlJi) I V c/>1(/J) EA, then it is the best among 
{P'lu } ::J {/J'k} in the same sense. Finally, observe that Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 11.2 in IBRAGI
MOV AND HAs'MINSKII [ll], Chapter II, allow us to obtain the lower bounds for the risk of R 1 XA
regulru:_ and regular estimators and, consequently, to give yet another characterization of the optimal
ity of Pn· Namely, the following corollary holds: 
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COROLLARY 6.1 Let the conditions stipulated above be satisfied. Let w(x);;;:oO xER 1 be a continuous 
even loss function. Then for fixed a E@,., /3 E 6JJ 

1 oo _...Lx' 
liminf E(w(tn) I P~.{J };;;;:. _ ~ J w(x)e 2 dx 

n-->OO V 2'1T -oo 

where r = 2 vik,;(/3'k - /3). The same inequality holds also for tn = V'k:J(/3'Ju - /3). In particular 

liminf knvar(/3'k I P~.{J };;;:o(4'1T)-l ;;;:.g-1, 
n-->OO 

and 

lim inf kn var(/3'lu I P~.{J} ;;;:.g- I 
n-->oo 

If, in addition, wallows a polynominal majorant, then by the last assertion of Proposition 4.2 

lim E{w(2vik,;(pn-/3)) I P~,p}= _ b- j w(x)e -+x'dx, 
n-->oo V2'1T _

00 

A 

hence f3_ attains the lower bound fo1:. the risks of regular estimators. Besides, if! 
(o/o/3)~ / W1fi) EA. then g=4v and /3n attains the lower bound also for the risks of R 1 XA
regular estimators. 
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The three interesting papers we have just heard illustrate the broad scope of this topic. This very 
breadth makes discussion difficult and I apologize to the authors and audience in advance for sins of 
omission. Let me begin with a schematic overview of what I see as the .main areas of activity in esti
mation in semiparametric models and position today's papers in this schema. 

PARAMETRIC 
MODELS 

COMPUTATION OF ESTIMATES 
ASYMPTOTICS 

EFFICIENCY 

EUCLIDEAN 
PARAMETERS 

oo DIM. 
PARAMETERS 

Wellner gives us an overview of all aspects of this diagram pertaining to estimation of Euclidean 
parameters in the i.i.d. case. Dzhaparidze, generalizing Andersen and Gill's [I] work, establishes, in a 
counting process framework, the asymptotic optimality properties of partial likelihood estimates for 
the parameters of what might be called the general proportional hazards model. Clayton and Cuzick 
(CC), to whose paper I'll devote most of my discussion, introduce the semiparametric Pareto model in 
the i.i.d. case (with censoring). This model, a generalization of the Cox proportional hazards model, 
is obtained here by extending the parametric Pareto model even as Cox extended the classical 
exponential failure time model. The mechanism, in the uncensored case, can be described in Wellner's 
terminology, which I will also use in the sequel, as follows. 

Given a parametric model {Po : (} E 0} for X=(Z,T), generate a semi-parametric model 
{Pen. G) : (} E 0, G- 1 = h EX} in which X=(Z, h(T)) where (Z, T) ~ P8 and X is the large 
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group of monotone increasing transformations. Then (Z" ... , Zn, R" ... , Rn), where R" ... , Rn 
are the ranks of h(T1), ••• ,h(Tn), is a maximal invariant under X. It is reasonable to expect that 
efficient estimates of 0 (if 0 is identifiable) can be based on the marginal likelihood of 
(Zi. ... ,Zn, Ri. ... ,Rn). 

CC suggest, on heuristic grounds, an algorithm which should converge to the maximum partial 
likelihood estimate of 0 and then suggest an estimate for h also on likelihood grounds. Although they 
deal extensively with computation of the estimates and estimates of their variances, consistency, the 
validity of the normal approximation, consistency of the estimates of variance, and efficiency are not 
dealt with, at least in this paper. I'd like to sketch a programme for establishing these properties for 
these estimates or at least one step approximations to them. Let me begin by reviewing essentially 
what calculations are needed to establish the asymptotic behaviour of estimates based on maximizing 
'pieces' of the likelihood which do not depend on the infinite dimensional part G of the parameter 
(0, G). 

Suppose we are given Xi. ... ,Xn, i.i.d. with distribution P(D,G) and corresponding density p(-,0,G). 
The gradient of the partial or marginal likelihood, wn(O, Xi. ... ,Xn), and a corresponding partial or 
marginal likelihood satisfies 

E(D,G)wn(O) = 0 'ii G· 
A A A 

The maximum 'likelihood' estimator 0 solves the equation wn(O) = 0. Now 0 is asymptotically nor-
mal if: 

A w (0) 
0 = 0--n- + ( -0) 

wn'(O) Of> n ' 

n °wn(O) ~e £){(0, a2(0, G)), 

wn' ~P c(O, G) ;;/= 0. 

In the i.i.d. case we usually have 
n 

Wn(O) = -n- 1Ly(X;, 0, G) + 0p(n- 0 ) 

i =I 

where 

j r(x, 0, G)dP < oo, j y(x, 0, G)dP = 0 

and 

wn'(O) = j Yo(x, 0, G)dP + 0p(l). 

Then, under uniformity conditions, 
A n 
0 = 0 + n- 1 LY(X;, 0, G) + 0p(n- 0 ) 

i=l 

where 

y = y I E(y~(Xi)) 
and 

a 
~ = Mlogp(-, 0, G). 

Here are some properties of y: 

. a 
y ..L '3>0 = {a:;j"logp(Xi. 0, G")l"=O• Go=G}, 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(a) 
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A • 

0 is efficient# y = Po - II(Po I%)# Y - Po E '5'G. (b) 

Note that property (i) is easi~r to establish for a I-step approximation to a root of wnO starting 
from a Vn-consistent estimate 0 of 0. We return to the Cox and Pareto models in the context of spe
cial transformation models: 

(Z, T) = (Z, h(T')) = P(o, G)> G = h-1; (Z, T') = P 8• 

Hence if P 8 has density fo(z, t') the two models are specified by: 

fo(z, t') = v(z, O)e-t'>(z, 0>q0(z) 

where q0 is the marginal density of Zand conventionally v(z, 0) = e8\ 

-(I+..!..) 
fo(z, t') = v(l +vyt') Y qo(z). 

(Cox) 

(Pareto) 

For simplicity suppose 0 is real (i.e. one-dimensional). Then the marginal likelihood argument leads 
us to take 

wn(O, !:: ~) = n- 1 ;0 1ogPo[~ = ~IZ = ~] 
where R = (R i. ... , Rn) is the vector of ranks. Then 

- -I n 
Wn(O) - n ~Eo{Po(Z;, T;) I ~· ~} 

i=I 

where Po = (a I aO)logf o. In the Cox model, Po = z ( 1 - Pt), 

- -I n ; 1 
wn(O) - n ~ZD, 1 - P; ~-n- , 

i=I j=I ~Pf 

l=j 

where T0) = TD, and v1 = v(zD,, 0). We specialize to the two sample problem, 

P[Z = l] = 7T = 1 - P[Z = O]. Let Fn be the empirical d.f. of the T;'s, M = ~7= 1 Z;, 
7r = M /n, Fon= (n -M)- 1 ~7=1(1-Z;)I(T;~·), Fin= M- 1 ~7=1Z;l(T;~·), 

A (s) = j [iie'WdF,"F; 1(t) + (1-i.)dF,,.F;'(t)r· d •. 

Then 

00 

Wn(O) = :;, f (I - e8 A (Fn(x)))dF1n(x). 
0 

Standard von Mises calculations (see TSIATIS [5] for rigorous treatment) give y and Po - y E0.PG. 

In the Pareto two sample model, the CC heuristics lead to the following wn as an approximation to 
Wn. Let 

I"' -(I+..!..) 
v(t) = 1 + e8 f-(e 8t)t, f(t) = (1 +yt) Y , 

order v(T1), ... ,v(Tn) as V(l)< •.• <V(n)> and let F1 = e(v(Ti)IZ1 =j), F/ = fj. Also let 

81 = l(Zjj, = 1), v(j) = v(Tjj), and b/x) = - ~I (x) (here, 0 is hidden). Then 

00 

Wn(O) ~ wn(O) = :;, f (1 - e8 B(Fn(x)))dF1n(x), 
0 
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where 

B(s) ~ d + ju [Wb,(B(t))dF1.F;1(t) + (I -W)b0(B(t))dFa..F; 1(t)l + c]-t d•· 

This is the same formula as for the Cox model but B is explicit in that case since 
c = d = 0, b0 = 1, b 1 - e9 • 

The formal von Mises calculation here is messier but should also lead to fo - y E qpG· However, 
there are major additional technical difficulties involving the establishment of the existence of B 
(which as CC point out has to be defined more carefolly) and checking (iv), (iii) and then (i) but at 
the moment these difficulties do not seem insurmountable even if we add censoring. Note that if we 
can establish (iv) then by contiguity calculations the efficiency of the estimate based on wn will imply, 
moduloA a uniformity argument, that [-w'n(0)]- 1 is a consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance 
of VnO . One may ask why one doesn't rush to apply the methods mentioned by Wellner. The 
difficulty is that, at least so far, we do not know how to calculate the projection on qpG explicitly. 

I conclude with some brief comments on the Wellner and Dzhaparidze papers. On the whole I 
found Wellner's classification of models very reasonable. However, I believe the distinction between 
semiparametric and nonparametric models is more of description than of size. All models (including 
parametric ones!) can be described nonparametrically as a set of probability distributions. Semi
parametric models are ones which are 'naturally (smoothly)' describable by means of a mixed 
Euclidean and infinite dimensional parametrization even as parametric models are 'smoothly' describ
able by means of a Euclidean parametrization. 

Although estimation methods 1 and 2 have proved successful in a variety of contexts they are lim
ited by the need for ad hoe construction of preliminary estimates and calculation of projections. Non
parametric maximum likelihood (NPML), Hellinger and Bayes methods (with and without restricting 
to a sieve) do not have these limitations. On the other hand NPMLE's can be nonexistent as in 
regression models or consistently inconsistent as in the IFRA-distributions model of BOYLES et al. [3] 
or in the earlier example referred to there of starshaped distributions. Yet NPML works in the Cox 
(BAILEY [2] or JOHANSEN [4]) and biased sampling models ( V ARDI [6] ,[7]). We need to know more 
generally when these methods work as well as when they fail. 

Dzhaparidze's generalization of Andersen and Gill's treatment of the time dependent covariate ver
sion of the Cox model is very far reaching. However, as in the i.i.d. Pareto model, as soon as the con
ditional hazard rates are no longer multiples of each other, we have an entirely different ball game. 
Even if the Pareto model is analyzable in the i.i.d. case in the way I suggested, analysis of its exten
sions to the general counting process framework remains a major challenge. 
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Open discussion of papers on semiparametric models. 

K. TAKEUCHI (JAPAN) 

This question concerns the paper of K Dzhaparidze. In order to get stronger results than the usual 
asymptotical normality of estimators, such as the convergence of moments, it seems that Condition 
IV, that is a kind of Lipschitz condition, is necessary, but I wonder whether it may put some restric
tions on special cases such as Cox's model? 

S.W. GREENHOUSE (USA) 
I have two minor questions for D. Clayton. In section 3, you use a recursive procedure to find the 
maximum likelihood estimates of a and /J. Do you have to check whether these do indeed maximize 
the likelihood jointly over the (a, /J) space? Secondly, I believe a must have a certain sign a priori 
(either negative or positive). Is it possible to have a data set which yields an MLE of a which is of 
the wrong sign? If so, would not the semi-parametric procedure used subsequently lead you astray 
for that data set? 

P. SOLOMON (UK) 
This question to D. Clayton concerns the misspecification of regression models in the analysis of sur
vival data. The proportional hazards and accelerated life families of regression models are widely 
used in the analysis of survival data. If interest lies in the qualitative effect on failure of various 
explanatory variables it is natural to ask how critical is the choice of model family in assessing the 
relative importance of the explanatory variables. It is known that if proportional hazards is assumed 
for analysis when the underlying distribution of failure time is accelerated life, then for small effects, 
the limit of the maximum likelihood estimate of the regression parameter under accelerated life is pro
portional to the true parameter. That is, the relative importance of the explanatory variables is 
preserved. Have you found this for your model? 

R. HOGG (USA) 
One possibly important application of Clayton's methods is in casualty insurance, replacing survival 
times by amount of loss, given a loss has occurred. In terms of 'times', most of the loss distributions 
have decreasing failure rates and thus long tails on the right. In addition, these data are collected in 
groups; thus we have the interesting problem of not only having a group at the right end due to cen
soring, but we have a type of censoring throughout the data set. 
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D.R. Cox (UK) 
Here are three questions. Firstly, (to K Dzhaparidze) can Edgeworth expansions or saddlepoint 
expansions be obtained for the estimates under some condition? Secondly, (to D. Clayton) do you 
ever encounter divergent hazards in practice? Can time-dependent covariates be accommodated? 
Care is needed in interpreting the inflation of variance of fJ associated with not knowing a; cf. the 
recent discussion about estimating transformations in a more standard context. Orthogonality of a 
and fJ will help, also in the numerical analysis. Finally, (to J.A. Wellner) this classification of models 
is very helpful. Is it in general true that the asymptotically optimal semiparametric estimator is 
always asymptotically optimal for some parametric model (cf. EFRON [2] and OAKES [5], [6] on pro
portional hazards) and can such models be exhibited? 

B. EPSTEIN (ISRAEL) 
How do Clayton's methods work when samples are small and there is substantial truncation? 

J. GASTWIRTH (USA) 
(to D. Clayton) Your paper oontains a goodness of fit test of the proportional hazards model, namely 
is y = 0 or not. Have you compared the power of your test with other procedures, such as the ones 
described in the recent report by GILL AND SCHUMACHER ([3] 

E. SLUD (USA) 
I would like to take exception here to the way in which Professors Clayton and Cuzick dismiss the 
Cox partial likelihood as a useful vehicle for the analysis of their semiparametric model. Unlike the 
Partial Likelihood in Cox's (1972, 1975) analysis of the proportional-hazards regression model, the 
analogous Partial Likelihood for the Clayton-Cuzick model will contain both the fJ and Ao 'parame
ters', but there is no reason to expect that the resulting expression cannot be jointly maximized with 
respect both to fJ and the nuisance hazard. (On the other hand, it is easy to check that only r-Ao, 
and not y and Ao separately, are identifiable from the partial likelihood.) 

One motivation for taking a partial-likelihood approach, here as in Cox's (1972) regression model, 
is that if the distributions of the independent right-censoring variables are allowed to involve the 
parameters fJ and Ao in some unspecified way, then the full or marginal likelihoods cannot even be 
written down until specific models for the censoring distributions are chosen. I believe that this 
justification for partial-likelihood inference has ordinarily not been brought forward in discussions of 
proportional-hazards regression because of the much more c 'nspicuous computational advantages of 
having the nuisance hazard cancel out of the partial likelihood. 

ANSWERS BY D. CLAYTON 
(to S. W. Greenhouse) We have been led to this problem by an interest in epidemiology and in animal 
carcinogenesis studies. Here a Weibull model often fits rather well in practice. This suggests that the 
power law A0(t;a) =ta, a>O, Ao(t;O) = log(l +t) might provide a useful generalisation of the basic 
parametric Pareto model. Negative values of a would correspond to analysis of reciprocals of survival 
times and this would transform right censoring into left censoring, but this is easily accomodated. 
Exclusion of negative a is not likely to be serious in practice since most of its effect would be on the 
sign of the fJ coefficient, and by not allowing negative a less confusion will arise. Regarding the point 
about convergence of the algorithm to the true MLE, when Ao(t) = ta the likelihood is log-concave 
in a for all fJ and in fJ for all a (y fixed), so that likelihood is increased at each step. However the 
likelihood is not generally log-concave in (a,fJ) jointly so saddle points may occur, and the only pro
tection we know for this is to start the algorithm at different places. Monotone likelihoods are also 
possible which could lead to a = o, a = + oo or some I /J; I = + oo. 

(to P. Solomon) If the accelerated failure model holds true, Ao(t) belongs to the power law family 
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Ao(t) = ta . Clearly a non-parametric estimate of Ao(t) is capable of adapting to this form. The 
error distribution in our model has a shape parameter, y, which should allow it to adapt more freely 
to alternative error distributions than the proportional hazards model. Thus, one would conjecture 
that, if we are free to choose the most appropriate y, then the estimates of fJ should be even more 
closely proportional to the equivalent parametric estimates than are the coefficients of the Cox model. 

(to D.R. Cox) Our prime interest in this model arose out of a need to incorporate random effects in 
conventional proportional hazards regression analysis. A penalty of such random effects is, margi
nally, to destroy proportional hazards. That is, except in the case of the positive stable mixing distri
butions in which proportionality can be preserved, see HoUGAARD [4]. This paper exploits this side · 
effect of our earlier work. However, there seems to be no way to allow for divergent hazards in this 
way. Of course, there are distributions of the error £, which allow divergent hazards but the basic 
parametric kernel will no longer be expressable as a mixture of exponentials. Whether the regularity 
conditions which are necessary to support our approximations carry over into these cases remains to 
be seen. As regards time-dependent covariates, clearly this is an important extension which we should 
wish to be able to deal with. Unfortunately our present approach in terms of marginal likelihood 
seems rather limiting here, although formally the procedure can still be carried out. We agree that it is 
important to assess the loss of information associated with estimating a or more generally Ao(t). 
When fJ is not near zero some loss will occur in general. It is of interest to note that when y is also 
estimated the estimator for y is independent of that for fJ when y = 0, regardless of the value of {J. 

(to P.J. Bickel) We have found these suggestions most helpful and interesting and hope that they will 
lead to a more rigorous justification of our methods. However we suspect that a deep analytical prob
lem lies at the base of this theory, and that this problem will be the same (or very similar) regardless 
of the basic framework used to set up the model. 

(to E. Slud) Even in the proportional hazards case, Cox's partial likelihood is difficult to defend on 
theoretical grounds, although it certainly works well enough. A more satisfactory framework is the 
point process set up of Aalen, Gill and co-workers, see e.g. ANDERSEN et al [I]. This has the ability 
to accomodate very general censoring mechanisms, and hopefully someday will be useful for putting 
these more general models on a firm theoretical groundwork. 

(to J. Gastwirth) GILL AND SCHUMACHER [3] have developed :i class of tests for proportional hazards 
which consist of comparing different weighted averages of the relative risk function. In particular they 
consider weights corresponding to the I-parameter family of tests studied by HARRINGTON AND 
FLEMING which include the Peto-Prentice generalization of the Wilcoxon test as a special case 
(y = I). The Pareto family of frailty models we considered yields the Harrington-Fleming test as 
score tests (weight functions) for the regression parameter when the (frailty) parameter is known. Also 
our test of y = 0 is the locally most powerful test against this family of alternatives. It is not clear 
that the Gill-Schumacher tests are efficient for any model. However, we haven't investigated the 
behaviour of any of these tests for small samples. 

(to B. Epstein) Our numerical work is limited, but the table in our paper indicates appreciable bias in 
the estimate when the sample size is twenty, but not when it is fifty. We suspect this is also true for 
the MLE in the parametric model. Our limited experiments with different types of censoring suggest 
that its main effect is to reduce the effective sample size to the number of uncensored observations, 
but when this exceeds fifty the bias will again be small. 
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ANSWERS BY K. DZHAPARIDZE 
(to K. Takeuchi) A large sample study of the special Cox model usually requires asymptotic stability 
of the involved predictable processes, in the sense of ANDERSEN AND GILL (1982), for instance. Con
cerning this special model no conditions additional to those of the latter paper are required. 

(to D.R. Cox) Results ooncerning some kind of expansions for the present type of problem are not 
known to me. This seems to be a very hard open research topic! 

(to P.Bickel) In deriving some kind of asymptotic efficiency results the multiplicativity of the model in 
Aalen's sense (or 'asymptotic multiplicativity') indeed plays an important role. 

ANSWERS BY J.A. WELLNER 
(to D.R. Cox) At any particular point in the (infinite-dimensional) parameter space there is a class of 
locally equivalent hardest parametric submodels, for which the optimal semiparametric estimator 
remains optimal; the theory gives a recipe for exhibiting such models. So locally the answer is yes; but 
globally the question is not so meaningful since we are stuck with an infinite dimensional parametri
zation to fix points in the model. 
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Transformation models of the following type have been discussed among others by Cox [6], CLAYTON 
AND CUZICK [4] and DOKSUM [8]. We observe (Z;, Y;) with Y; E JI an open subinterval of Ill, which 
are a sample from a population characterized as follows. There exists an unknown transformation T 

from J 0 an open subinterval of Ill onto J 1 with T'> 0 such that Y = T(T) where (Z, 1) follow a 
parametric model. The intervals J; here may be proper or halfrays or Ill itself. Colloquially, if Y is 
expressed in the proper unknown scale, i.e. as T, then the joint behaviour of (Z, 1) has some nice 
parametric form. The case considered by previous authors1 is 

logT = orz + £ 

where £ is independent of Z. The distributions of £ considered so far include: 

Cox [6]: e• has an exponential distribution. 

CLAYTON AND CUZICK [4]: e• has a Pareto distribution with density 

-(l.+1) 
/(t) = (1 +tc) c , t>O, c;;;.0 (1.1) 

where c = 0 is the Cox model. An important special case of (1.1) considered by BENNETT [2] is the 
log logistic model, c = 1 which has the attractive proportional odds property. 

DoKSUM [8]: In generalization of the Box-Cox model, £ has a Gaussian distribution. 

It seems reasonable in these models to base inference about the parameters of the underlying 
parametric model such as O,c above on the maximal invariant of the group of transformations gen
erating this semiparametric model, {(z,t)~(z,T(t))}. This maximal invariant is just M = (~ ,fi) 
where Z = (Z1> · · ·, ZN) and R = (R1> ···,RN) is the vector of ranks of the Yj. The likelihood 
of Mo-; the conditional likelihood L(O) of!!-, given~ = ~can in general only be expressed as an N 
dimensional integral. It can be evaluated explicitly for the Cox model. Clayton and Cuzick propose 
some ingenious approximations and Doksum proposes that both the value of L and its distribution be 
calculated approximately by Monte Carlo. So far, however, the asymptotic behaviour of these 

l. Research supported by Office of Naval Research. 
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procedures is not well understood. 
In this paper we specialize to Z = 0, 1 as in BICKEL [3]. Moreover we suppose, as did Clayton and 

Cuzick, that the parameter D governing the conditional density of T = T(Y) given Z = j, denoted 
Jj( ·, D) is real, and in particular that the distribution of £ is assumed known. 

In this context, for a subclass of transformation models, we construct asymptotically efficient tests 
of H: D = D0 vs K: D > D0 • The subclass includes the Pareto model for c ;;;.. 1. The testing problem 
as such is not very interesting save in the case where D0 corresponds to independence of Y and Z 
which is already well understood. However, the solution of the testing problem is a first step in the 
solution of the estimation problem whose importance is clear. The tests we propose are based on 
'quadratic rank statistics': 

N R- N R- R· 
TN = N- 1 .~ a( N' ,Z;) + N-2

. ~ b(-' ,-1 ,Z;,Zj). (1.2) 
1=1 1,1=1 N N 

N 
We interpret efficiency in this context conditionally on~, or equivalently the two sample sizes ;~1 Z; 

N 
and N - ~ Z;. We show, 

i=I 
i) If ON = 00 + tN- 112, t;;;.. O, 

T 
LoN( 

0
: I~ )~N(at, 1) in probability for some a >0 (1.3) 

where oN is a sequence of normalizing constants. 
ii) If SN is any other sequence of statistics.not necessarily depending on the ranks only such that 

plimNsup.,.Pco,.,.)[SN;;;.. s I~] = a 

then, for each T, ON as above, 

plimNP(IJN,.,.)[SN;;;.. s I~]..;;;; 1 - <P(z1-a - at). 

We use the subscripts 0 and (0,T) to indicate the parameter values under which we compute. An 
important consequence of (i) and (ii) is the following. Let AN(t) = L(ON)/ L(D0 ) be the conditional 
rank likelihood ratio statistic for H: D = D0 vs K: () = ON given Z . Then L(ON) / L(D0 ) is also 
efficient. That is an asymptotically size a test based on AN(t) has power given by (1.3) and in fact 
tests based on AN(t) for different t are asymptotically equival 'nt to each other and our quadratic rank 
test. 

We begin by heuristically deriving what turn out to be appropriate a and b. In section 2 we discuss 
existence and computation of T N, in section 3 asymptotic normality for T N, and in section 4, 
efficiency. Extensions to estimation, the Pareto model for 0..;;;; c < 1 and the normal model as well as 
to censored data are discussed in section 5. We also present some preliminary Monte Carlo results in 
this section. 

We first calculate formally the locally most powerful rank test statistic for H : () = 00 vs K : D > D0 • 

By Hoeffding's formula, 

P11[R = rlZ = z] = Ef1 IT( " ) '( " )'I(R 
{ 

N Jio(T- 0) 1-z f1(T .. D) z 

- - -
0 

i=I / 0(T;,Do) f1(T;,Oo) -

so that the locally most powerful test statistic 
I -- a 

N 
2 aologP11[~ =!I~ = ~] 

1.. 
is just N 2 SN where 
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- olog where cj(t) - oO fj(t, Oo) and Zij . = I (Z; = j). Equivalently, if .Q = (Di. · · · , DN) are the 

antiranks defined by T (j) = TD
1 

where T(l) < · · · < T(N) are the order statistics of the sample, then 

I N 

SN = N- 1j~Oi~I {ZD,jE00 (cj(T<i» I?, ,.Q ). 

To get an approximation to the scores in (1.4) we write Jj( ·,00) as Jj( · ), and define 
N . 

A m A 

n = l: Z;, m = N - n, '1To = N = 1 -:-- '171. 
i=l 

We treat :;,j as deterministic constants in the sequel. Let 

h ( ·) = 7ro/o( ·) + 7rtf1 ( ·) 

(1.4) 

with H the corresponding distribution function. Note that h and H depend on N and are random 
only through the :;,j. 

Finally let, for 0 < t < 1, 

Aj(t) = cj(H- 1(t)), (1.5) 

gj(t) = fj(H- 1(t))/h(H- 1(t)) 

the density of H(Ti) given Z 1 = j, and 

yj(t) = _ __&(t). (1.6) 
gj 

We can rewrite (1.4) as 

SN= SN1 +SNo 

where 
N 

SN· = N-l l: ZD ·E(X-(U(i)) I z ,D) 
J i=I i} 1 ~ ~ 

where (Z;,U;) are i.i.d with U 1 given Z 1 = j having density gj and the marginal density of U 1 is uni
form, 

7rogo + :U1g1 = 1. (1.7) 

The next step is to note that U(i) ~ ~ so that 

N • . . 

SNj ~ N-li~l{ZD,j(Xi~) +A/(~)E[(U(i) - ~)I?, ,.Q]} (1.8) 

plus terms we expect to be of order 0(N- 1). 

The first term of the approximation is a linear rank statistic. For the second we use a heuristic 
argument of Clayton and Cuzick who argue that if 

Jl; = E(U<;> I?, ,.Q) 

then y; satisfies approximately the recurrence relation, 

-{(Y;+1 -y;)- 1 - (Yi -y;-1)-1} = (1 - ZD,)Yo(Y;) + ZD,Y1(Y;). (1.9) 

Let 
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be the empirical d.f.s of the two subsamples of U; from g0 , gi, and let 
A A A 

R(t) = '1TNGo + (1 - '1TN)G1 (1.10) 

be the empirical d.f. of the sample Ui, · · ·,UN. Define, 
A A A -1 
Qj(t) = GjR (t + 0), 0 < t...;;; I (1.11) 

A 

Qj(O-) = 0 

where for any d.f. F, F- 1(t) = inf{s: F(s);;;. t}. Q0 is a distribution function with jumps of size 
m- 1 at i; 1 such that Zn

1 
= 0 while Qijumps (N - m)- 1 at i; 1 with Zn

1 
= 1. Evidently y; is 

i A A t-1 i a function of N, ~ , Q0 , Q1 only. Interpolate smoothly in some way between N"" and N, 

I ...;;; i ...;;; N to obtain a function v on (0, I) such that, 

Any solution of (1.9) must satisfy, for some c,d 
i 

J; = d + ~ (c + ~ ZnoYo(Yk) + Zn 1Y1(Yk))- 1 
j=I k;;.j • • 

i i -1 or for u = -~-
N N 

u I 

v(u) ~ d + /{ ~ + J Yo(v(s)}lrodQo(s) + Y1(v(s)}lr1dQ1(s)f1 dt. 
0 t 

(l.12) 

This is essentially the integral equation of BICKEL [3], save that we make the transformation H ( ·) and 
apply (1.8). Unfortunately, the hopes for analytic approximation of solutions to (1.12) expressed in 
BICKEL [3] have so far not been realized. Hqwe~er, suppose we (still formally) extend the definition 
of (l.12) to functions v( ·,Q,Q') by replacing Q0 Q 1 by arbitrary Q,Q' such that, 

A A I 
'1T0 Q(t) + '1T1 Q'(t) = t, fort = 0, N, · · · , I 

c with c,d depending on Q,Q'. Then, if Q = G0 , Q'= Gi, N = I and d = 0, v(u) = u formally 
satisfies the extension of (1.12) since by (1.7) 

Yowogo + Y111-1g1 = 0. 
A A 

Therefore, writing v(u) = v(u,Q0,Q1) 
u I 

Ll(u) = v(u)- u = /Uc+ /{y0(v(s)}lrodQo(s) + Y1(v(s)}lr1dQ1(s))r 1dt 
0 t 

I 

-[I - J (Yo(sfoodGo(s) + Y1(sfo1dG1(s))J- 1 }dt}. 
t 

A A A A 

The constants c(Q0 ,Qi), d(Q0,Q 1) are formally determined by smooth fit at the boundaries, 
- -
ll(O) = ll(l) = 0. (1.13) 

Let, 

I 
a(s) = ~ y·'(s)W-g-(s). 

j=O J J './ 
(1.14) 

Then, 
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u I 

A(u) ~ - J {j[iro(ro(v(s))dQo(s) - Yo(s)dGo(s)) + ir1 (Y1 (v(s))dQ 1 (s) 
0 t 

(1.15) 

u I I 

~ - J {j a(s)A(s)ds + fYo(s)irod(Qo(s)- Go(s)) + Y1(s)ir1d(Q1(s)- G1(s)))dt 
0 t t 

After some algebra, this reduces to, 
_ I _ I I ,.. 

l\(u)~ - J K(s,u)a(s)l\(s)ds - jK(s,u)_~ yj(s)irjdQj(s) 
0 0 1-0 

(l.16) 

where 

K(s,u) = sAu - su. 

Continuing to ignore existence and unicity questions we define l\(u) as the solution of the linear 
integral equation obtained from the approximate equation (l.16). We introduce a Green's function 
solving 

I 

l\(u,v) + J K(s,u)a(s)l\(s,v)ds = K(u,v). 
0 

Then l\(t) is given by 

I I " 
l\(t) = - J l\(t,u).~ irjyj{u)dQj(u). 

0 1-0 

We now define 

If 
I 

j ly/(t)ldt < oo, j = 0, I, 
0 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 
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we shall see in Lemma 2.2 that A defined by (1.17) exists and is unique. We sketch in section 3, the 
asymptotic theory of TN given by (l.19) under (1.20) and 

I 

f l">-.j(t)ldt < 00 j = 0,1 
0 

(1.21) 

Conditions (1.20) and (1.21) are satisfied for the Pareto family if c;;;. 1. They fail for c < 1 and the 
normal and exponential families. 

2. Ex!STENCE AND COMPUTATION OF TN. 
We establish existence and unicity and some properties of !::i.(t,u) given by (l.17). 

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose fo,/1 have common support S = {{0 > O} and are twice continuously differentiable 
on S. Then, y0 ;y1 are continuously differentiable on (0, 1), a is continuous and, 

so that, 

I 
A 2 a= ~ 'IT·g·Y· 

j=O J 1 J 

a(s);;;. 0 for 0 < s < 1, 

with equality iff ;: (H- 1(s)) = ]
1
' (H- 1(s)). 

PROOF. By (1.7) 
I 
~ 'IT·'(·g· = 0. 

j=O J J 1 

Differentiating, 
I I I 

a = ~ 'IT·'Y·'g· = - ~ 'IT·g·''Y· = ~ 'IT·'(~g·. 
j =O J J 1 j =O J 1 J j =O J J 1 

Further, 

so that 

Yj = !(f- ~)(H-1) 

and 'Yj = 0 for all} iff all the f(H- 1(s)) are equal. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

D 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that the conditions of lemma 2.1 hold Then, A defined by (l.17) exists and is 
unique. Aforeover 

I I 

J !::i.2(u,v)a(u)du.,:;; J a(u)du 
0 0 

I 

IA(u,v)I .,:;; J a(u)du + 1 
0 

PROOF. By (1.20), 'Yj are bounded on [O, 1] and by (2.1) so is a. As in TrucoMI [12] p. 3 let, 

o/(u,v) = ~!::i.(u,v). 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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Then, t/; satisfies 

L(t[;( ·,v))(u) = v;;(ii)K(u,v) 

where Lis the operator on L 2(0, 1) given by, 

L(t[;) =I+ T 

where I is the identity and 
I 

K(t[;)(t) = J-Va{;)K(s,t)v;;{i)t[;(s)ds. 
0 

69 

Since a E L 2 (0, 1) the operator K is bounded, self adjoint and nonnegative definite since the kernel K, 
the covariance kernel of the Brownian bridge, is. Hence, Lis 1-1 and onto. Moreover, all eigenvalues 
of Lare;;;. 1 so that llL - 111..; 1. Existence, uniqueness and (2.7) follows. Further from (l.16) 

I I .!.I .!. 

I A(t,u)I ..; J IA(s,u)I a(s)K(s,t)ds + K(tAu)..; (J A2(s,u)a(s)ds) 
2 (j a(s)ds) 2 + I. 

0 0 0 

D 
LEMMA 2.3. (a). Under the conditions of lemma 2.1, A(· ,u) is continuously differentiable on [0,u);(u, l] 

and ~~ (t,u) has a jump discontinuity of -1 at t = u. Moreover, A(- ,u) is the unique solution of the 

Sturm-Liouvi/le equation, 

y" (t) - a(t)y(t) = 0 (2.9) 

everywhere except at t = u, which satisfies the boundary conditions, 

a) y(O) = 0 (2.10) 

b) y(l) = 0 

(b). Suppose y i. Y2 are fundamental solutions of (2.9) satisfying 
Y1(0) = 0, Y1'(0) = 1, Y2(l) = 0, Y2'(l) = -lsay. Thenyi.y2arelinearlyindependentandA(t,u) 
is given by, 

A( ) = y1(t)y2(u) 
t,u D(u) 

J2(t)y1(u) 

D(u) 

0..;t..;u 

where D(u)=y2(0) is, the Wronskian of (2.9). 
PROOF. From (1.17), A(· ,u) is absolutely continuous and satisfies, 

aA I I 
-a (t,u) + J a(s)A(s,u)ds = Jsa(s)A(s,u)ds + I(t..; u)- u. 

t t 0 

Differentiating again for t=/=u we obtain (2.9). The boundary conditions follow from (1.17). 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Ify(·,u) is a 'solution' of (2.9) as above it can be integrated twice to obtain (l.17). Finally, it is 
easy to verify that (2.11) is a 'solution' of (2.8) satisfying (2.9) and (2.10) with the required jump 
discontinuity. The background for these calculations may be found in HILLE [11], Theorem 8.2.l and 
lemma 8.5.1. 

D 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC LINEARITY AND NORMALITY. 

We give in this section linear approximations to two sample quadratic rank statistics which are uni
form over families of statistics as well as families of distributions. The generality is greater than we 
need for this paper but will be needed in the sequel treating models in which a has a singularity at 0 
or 1. We essentially use the methods of CHERNOFF AND SAVAGE [5] and PYKE AND SHORACK [13]. 

Suppose Uh···, Um are i.i.d Go, Um+I> ···,UN are i.i.d GI> N = m + n. Let 

W-0 = ~ = l -W-1 and suppose Gj have twice continuously differentiable densities gj on (0,1) such 

that, 

wogo + w1g1 = 1. 

G0 ,G1 can vary with N.A A 

Define Yj as in (1.5), Qj, Ras in (1.10), (1.11). For given a,c: [O,l]~R, k: [O,l]~R+ let 
I 

SN = f a(t)dQj(t) (3.1) 
0 

I I 

VN = J J b(s,t)dQj(u)dQk(v) (3.2) 

where 

00 

b(s,t) = a(s)c(t)A(s,t), 
I 

A(t,u) + J K(s,t)k(s)A(s,u)ds = K(t,u). 
0 

(3.3) 

All the results of Section 2 apply to A given in (3.3) when we replace a by k since no property of a 
other than a ;;;. 0 was used in that section. Let 

PM = {PI llyjlli .;;;; M, llloggjll 00 .;;;; M, 0 < £.;;;; wo.;;;; l - £}. 

AM = {a I a'absolutely continuous, lla'lli + llall 00 ,,;;;; M} 

BM = {k I llklli,,;;;; M 2
}, 

where 11 • llp is the LP norm on (0,1) or (0, l)X(O, I) as appropr;'lte. 
If RN(a,P) is a statistic based on U 1, • • • , UN and P denotes the probability measure correspond

ing to (G0 ,G 1) as well, and for any £E0, there exist K(£)< oo, N(£)< oo independent of P, a, M 
such that, 

P[IRN(a,P)I .;;;; K(£)c(M)d(N)] ~I - £,if N;;;. N(£) 

we shall write, 

RN = fl(c(M)d(N)) 

LEMMA 3.1 If a E A, P E P, write 

I I I 

SN = J a(t)dGj(t) + J a(t)d(Gj - Gj)(t) + jBj(t)d(R(t)- t) + RN(a,P), 
0 0 0 

where 

I 

Bj(t) = J a'(s)gj(s)ds. 
t 

Then, for every 8 > 0, 

(3.4) 
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_.l_+ll 

RN= f'J(N 4 M). 

PRooF. Since a e A, P e P, so that 
I I 

SN = j a(t)dGj(t) - j (Qj(t) - Gj(t))a'(t)dt - a(O)Qj(O). 
0 0 

71 

(3.5) 

By strong approximation theorems to the quantile and empirical processes , see e.g. CsoRGO [7], and 
a standard estimate on the modulus of continuity of the Brownian bridge, 

A A A _l+ll 
ll(Qj(·) - Gj(·)) - (Gj(·) - Gj(·)) + gj( • )(R( ·) - ·)11 00 = f'J(N 4 MeM). 

We use here that Ilg/Iii .;;;; MeM. Therefore, by (3.5) 

I A I A _.l_+ll 

SN = j(Gj(t) - Gj(t))a'(t)dt - j g0(t)(R(t)- t)a'(t)dt + O(N 4 MeM) 
0 0 

since I a (O)Qj(O) I .;;;; MN- 1 • 

LEMMA 3.2 Suppose a,c,d E AM, k E BM, P E P. Write 

where 

Then 

I I I 

VN = j jb(s,t)dGj(s)dGk(t) + j A 1(s)d(Gj - Gj)(s) 
0 0 0 

I I 

+ f A2(t)d(Gk(t) - Gk(t)) + f B(t)d(R(t) - t) + RN(b,P) 
0 0 

I 

A 1 (s) = a(s) J b.(s,t)dGk(t) 
0 

I 

A 2(t) = c(t) J t1(s,t)dGj(s) 
0 

I 

B(u) = J (A 1'(s)gj(s) + A2'(s)gk(s))ds. 
u 

_.l_+ll 

RN = O(N 4 MeM) 

PROOF. Write 
I I I 

VN = j jb(s,t)dGj(s)dGk(t) + j A 1(s)d(Qj - Gj)(s) 
0 0 0 

I I I 

+ j A2(t)d(Qk - Gk)(t) + j jb(s,t)d(Qj - Gj)(s)d(Qk - Gk)(t), 
0 0 0 

and let 
I 

W 1(u) = J a(s)d(Qj - Gj)(s), 
u 

I 

W2(v) = J c(t)d(Qk - Gk)(t), 
v 

0 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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Then 

I 

d(t) = J sk(s)D.(s,t)ds. 
0 

I I 

J J b(s,t)d(Qj - Gj)(s)d(Qk - Gk)(t) 
0 0 

I I 

= J jti.(s,t)dW1(s)dW2(t) 
0 0 

i i aa 
=- j(j~(s,t)W1(s)ds)dW2(t) 

0 0 us 
I I I 

= J J {(jti.(v,t)k(v)dv )-I(s,,;;;; t)-(d(t)- t)}W1(s)dsdW2(t) 
0 0 s 

by (2.12) with a = k. The first term in (3.12) above is 
I I v 

= J J (j W1(s)ds)D.(v,t)k(v)dW2(t)dv. 
0 0 0 

By lemma 2.3 since D. is symmetric 

0 I 
-;-D.(v,t)+ jti.(s,v)k(s)ds = l(t,,;;;;v)+d(v)-v. 
ut 1 

Substituting into (3.13) and then (3.12) we get 
I I 

J J b(s,t)d(Qj - Gj)(s)d(Qk - Gk)(t) 
0 0 

I I v u 

= J J { (j W1(s)ds )k(v)[jW2(t)dt)D.(u,v)k(u) 
0 0 0 0 

-(W2(v)- W2(0) + (d(v)- v)W2(0)]}dudv 
I I I 

- f W1(s)W2(s)ds + (f W 1(s)ds )(f W2(t)(d'(t) - l)dt). 
0 0 0 

Argueing as in lemmas 3.1, 
I 

II W111 00 = e(N 2 (lla'lh + llall 00 )) 

_ _!_ 

llW2ll 00 = e(N 2 (llc'll1 + llcll 00 )). 

Moreover since 
I I 

d(t) + J K(t,s)k(s)d(s)ds = J K(t,s)sk(s)ds, 
0 0 

arguing as in lemma 2.2 

I _!_ I _!_ I I 

lldll 00 ,,;;;; (j k(s)d2(s)ds) 
2 
(j k(s)ds) 

2 + J k(s)ds ,,;;;; 2 J k(s)ds. 
0 0 0 0 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 
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Also 
I I I 

d'(t) = - J K(t,s)k(s)d(s)ds + J sk(s)ds - J s 2k(s)ds 
I I 0 

and 
I 

lld'IL"' ..;;;; 2 f k(s)ds. 
0 

Combining (3.16) - (3.18) permits us to bound (3.15) by 
I I 

l9(N- 1 M 2 [J J k (u )k (v )A(u, v )dudv 
0 0 

I I I 

+ (jk(v)dv )(1 + jk(v)dv) + (1 + J k(v)dv)]) 
0 0 0 

= l9(N-1(1 + M6)) 

since k E BM. 
Apply lemma 3.1 to the first three terms in (3.10) and (3.19) to the last to obtain the lemma. 

THEOREM 3.1 Suppose TN is given by (J.19) where a E BM and y1, ~,A/ E AM. Then 

where 

and 

I I N I -1..+ll 
A !'\ -I 4 M) TN = ~ 7T· l\·(t)dG·(t) + N ~ ~ A·(U;)Zr + l9(N Me 

j=O Jo 1 J i=lj=O J '1 

I I 

A/u) = 'A/u) - j"A/u)dG1 - ~ (v/(u) - y/u)v1(u)) 
0 /-0 

I 

v/u) = ir1 J A(t,u)A/(t)dG1(t). 
0 

PROOF. Note that by assumption A1 are bounded. Moreover, 

I I I 

EA/Ui) = - ~ (j v/(u)du + j(iro-rogo(u) + iri'Y1g1(u))v1(u)du 
/-O 0 0 
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(3.18) 

(3.19) 

D 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

Apply lemmas 3.2 and 3.1 to the quadratic and linear parts of TN res~ectively and obtain that TN is 
A A --+s 

linear in ir/G1 - G1), j = 0, 1, and R( ·) - ·) with remainder l9(N 4 MeM). We show that the 
linear part can be put in the form (3.20). By symmetry it suffices to argue this if one of the "A1, Ao 
say, is identical to 0. Then, from lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, after some simplification, 

I I 

TN = ir1(f'A1(t)dG1(t) + f'A1(t)d(G1 - Gi)(t) (3.23) 
0 0 

I I 

+ f(jN(t)dG 1(t))d(R(s) - s) 
0 s 
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Now, since 

a 1 1 1 aA 
-a Yj(u) J A(t,u)A1'(t)dt = r/(u) J A(t,u)A1'(t)dt + yj(u) f-a (t,u)A1'(t)dt 

u 0 0 0 u 
1 

and .~ Yj(u)w1·g;(u) = 0, the last term in {3.23) simplifies to 
1=0 J 

1 1 

- J (J a(u)A(t,u)duA1'(t)dG1(t))d(R(s) - s). 
0 s 

{3.24) 

Since A is symmetric, (3.24) simplifies using (2.12) to 

1 a A 

/(-a A(s,t)- I(s.,;;; t)- d(t) + t)A1'(t)G 1(t)d(R(s)-s) 
0 s 

where dis given by (3.11) with k = a. We finally obtain 
1 1 1 
f (-aa f A(s,t)A1 '(t)dG1 (t) - /A1 '(t)dG1 (t))d(R(s) - s). 
0 s 0 s 

After substituting in (3.23) we arrive at (3.20). 
D 

4. EFFICIENCY. 

We are throughout conditioning on ~ , i.e. treating the situation where we have two samples of 
known size m and N-m, from F 1 ( r - 1 ( · ),8) and F 0( r - 1 ( · ),8) respectively. Without loss of generality 
suppose that under the basic model, conditionally on Z = j, T has the distributions on {O, 1) given by 

8 
_ fj(H- 1(t),O) 

gj(t, ) - h(H-1(t)) (4.1) 

and suppose that 
A: All of these distributions have common support (0,1) and 

a 
Aj(t,8) = Mloggj(t,O) 

g·' 
yj(t,8) = -EL(t,O) 

gj 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

are well defined. Moreover, we require~(· ,0), A/(· ,8), yj( · ,8) to belong to AM for some M, 0 close 
enought to 00 • 

Since 

~(t, Oo) = Aj(t), yj(t, 00 ) = yj(t), 

we see by lemma 2.1, that, under A, a E BM and all conditions of theorem 3.1 are satisfied. 
These conditions are easily seen to be satisfied for the Pareto model if c ;;;., 1. In that case, in fact, 

y'( · ,0), A" ( · ,0) are continuous and a fortiori bounded on [O, 1 ]. 
Under A, if vj is defined by (3.22), 
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Let, 
I 

q(t,O) = t - (0- 00).~ v1-(t), 0.;;; t ~ 1, 
1=0 

I 
if I 0 - Oo I < ( ~ llv/11 00)-I. Then, 

j=O 

q'(t,O) > 0 

and since 

v(0,0) = v(I,0) = 0 

q maps [O, 1] monotonely onto itself. Let, 

gj(t,O) = gj(q(t,O),O)q'(t,O). 

75 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

If gj( • , 0) is the density of T given Z = j, then gj( • ,0) is the density of q- 1 (T, 0). Note also that, 

gj( · ,Oo) = gj. 

The model corresponding to {gj( · ,0), j = 0, 1} is a parametric submodel of the original model. Now 

:o loggj(t,O) = /\j(t,O) + yj(q(t,O),O)J
0
v1(t) + 

0
°
0 

logq'(t,O) (4.7) 

where, 

g-' 
yj(t, 0) = - !JL.(t, 0). 

gj 

In particular, 
() _ I 

/ 
I 

oO loggj(t, Oo) = /\j(t) - (1~0v1 (t) - yj(t)1 ~0v,(t)). (4.8) 

All functions in (4.7) are continuous in 0 and uniformly bounded in tin a neighbourhood of 00 • It 
_J_ 

follows that AN(ON ), the log-likelihood ratio of the data at ON ·" 00 + tN 2 to 00 , given Z satisfies, 
N I 

AN(ON) = ~ ~ Z;-log['i-(T;,ON) / g-(T;)] (4.9) 
i=lj=O 'l J J 

_J_ N I a t2 I I a 2 

=N 2 -~ -~ 
00

loggj(T;,Oo)Zij- -
2 

-~ :;,jj(
00

Ioggj(u,Oo)) gj(u)du 
1-I;-O ;-0 o 

+ "P(l) 

under the pair (g0 ,g1). Under (A) it is also easy to check that, 
I 

j~(t)gj(t)dt = 0 
0 

so that, 

N I g·(T.· ON) _j_ N I 
~ ~ Z;-log i " = N 2 t ~ ~ Z;A-(T;) 

i=Ij=O 'l gj(T;) i=Ij=O 'l J 

2 I I 
t A f 2 - -
2 

-~ 'ITj Aj(u)dGj(u) + "P(l). 
;-0 0 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 
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Therefore, the test based on T N is asymptotically most powerful for testing H : () = ()0 vs 
KN: () = (JN Fnditionally on Z = j, T has distribution il · ,8). Conditional efficiency of TN in the 
sense of section 1 follows. If we take, 

I I 

NoN = ~'IT· A-(u)dG-(u) 2 A f 2 
j=O J 0 J J 

(4.12) 

To see this note that by (4.11) and the boundedness of the Aj the measures induced by il ·,(JN) and 
gj are contiguous. Again from ( 4.11) and (3.20), 

tN 1 t 2 

-
2
-TN = AN(()N) + TNo1N + ~(l). (4.13) 

Efficiency follows from this equivalence of TN and the likelihood ratio test while (4.12) follows by a 
standard contiguity calculation e.g. Le Cam's third lemma, p. 208 Hajek and Sidak [10]. Since the 
conditional rank likelihood ratio test is at least as powerful as the test based on T N its efficiency fol
lows. 

5. EXTENSIONS AND MONTE CARLO. 
Extension of these results to the case Z finite say = { 0, .... p - 1} is straightforward. The only 
change needed in formula (l.14), (l.19), (2.1), (3.20), (3.21) etc. is to replace the upper limit of sum
mation I by p - 1. However, () in such cases is typically multivariate so that one sided hypotheses 
without nuisance parameters are not very interesting. The extension to such hypotheses and estima
tion can be carried through by studying, under a fixed 80 , the family of statistics TN(8), with >..j, Yj etc. 
chosen appropriate to() being true, at least for 18- 80 I = 0(N- 112). Theorem 3.1 permits this kind 
of analysis. We intend to report on this subsequently. 

It is relatively straightforward to show that for the Pareto family, including the Cox model for 
c = 0, Yj is continuously twice differentiable on [O, 1) but, 

rY><t) = 0(<1 - 1>c- 1-r) as 1~1. 

So, 

llr/lli = oo if c < I. (5.1) 

For the normal model, a blows up and is not integrable at either 0 or I. It appears that these 
difficulties can be resolved by considering statistics T N based on a censored version of the data, Z 
and {R;: t 1N.;;;; i.;;;; (1 - t.2)N} with t.2 ,t.1 tO at a slow enough rate. This analysis which is in progr;;s 
should be extendable to the case of general right censoring and possibly also to time dependent 
covariates. Our results so far establish the efficiency of rank likelihood ratio tests. We expect that 
our extensions will show that estimation by maximizing the rank likelihood is generally efficient in 
transformation models, not just in the Cox model as was shown by EFRON [9] and BEGUN et al [l]. 
This expected conclusion is supported by the results of DOKSUM [8]. Although we believe the approx
imation methods of Clayton and Cuzick which motivated our approach are similarly efficient we have 
not been able to analyze them successfully. How does our approach relate to the two situations for 
which formulae are known, (i) / 0 = / 1 and (ii) / 0(t) = e-1

, fi(t)A = ~e-81 , the Cox model? In (i) 
our approach leads to g0 = g 1 =1 and hence Yj = a-o. So Ll(t,Q0,Q 1)=0 and we obtain one of 
the forms of the classical linear rank statistic for testing H : / 0 = f 1• 

Our approach in (ii) requires censoring and in any case does not lead to an explicit form of T N. 

However, if we follow the approach of BICKEL [3] and do not reduce to (g0 ,g1) before linearizing 
(l.12) we arrive at an explicit quadratic rank statistic but based on a kernel which is of order 
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(1 - t)- 1 near t = 1. 

Monte Carlo The programming for this section was done by Julian Faraway to whom I am most 
grateful. We present some very limited Monte Carlo simulations. 

We consider the Pareto model for c = 1 in the form 

-(j-1...')IJ -(j-1...')IJ 
fj(t,8) = e 2 (1 +e 2 t)-2 , j = 0,1 

with m = n = 50, 80 = 1. 

We plot in figures 1-3 power curves, for levels of significance .1, .05, and .01 and statistics TN, TN0 , 

TN 1 where TN is given by (1.19), 
I 

TNo = Tr1jA.(t)dQ1(t) 
0 

is the natural linear rank approximation to T N while, 
I 60 60 I 60 60 

TN1 = 7r1Je - 2 t(l +e-2 t)- 1dG1(t)-7roje2 t(l +e2 t)- 1dGo(t) · 
0 0 

is the locally most powerful test statistic for the parent family whose power is as we have seen unat
tainable by a rank statistic. Our results are based on 1000 simulations. The critical values were 
chosen using the simulations rather than the normal approximation as they could be in practice. Nor
mal probability plots for TN under the hypothesis show the normal approximation to be satisfactory. 

The power functions are consistently ordered as the theory predicts. T N improves only slightly over 

TNo for the situation considered. If this effect is observed more generally, we would advocate con
sistent use of the simpler linear rank approximation. Not knowing the transformation can cost a lot 

as measured by the discrepancy between TN 1 and TN. However, TN 1 is the locally most powerful test 
for a model which is only an approximation (for 80 close to 0) to the actual least favorable model 
given by ( 4.6), so the comparison even in this case may be grossly unfair. 
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